City of Beverly Hills
Health and Safety Commission
Regular Meeting
September 24, 2012
4:00 PM
City Hall Room 280-A
455 N. Rexiord Drive
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A detailed Commission packet is available for review in the Library and City Clerk’s Office.

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate
in this meeting, please call the City Manager’s Office at (310) 285-1014. Please notify the City
Manager’s Office at least seventy-two hours prior to the meeting so that reasonable arrangements
can be made to ensure accessibility. Conference Room 280-A is equipped with audio equipment
for the hearing impaired, and is wheelchair accessible.
CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
City Hall Room 280-A
455 N. Rexford Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
AGENDA
HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING
September 24, 2012
4:00 p.m.
A.

ROLL CALL

B.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

C.

COMMISSION MINUTES
• Consideration of minutes of July 23, 2012.

D.

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE
At this time, members of the public may address the Commission regarding any
items not on the Agenda that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of the
Commission. By State law, the Commission may not discuss or vote on items not
on the Agenda.

E.

REPORT FROM THE CHAIRPERSON
• Mayor’s Cabinet Meeting September11, 2012.
• Other items of interest.
—

F.

DIRECTOR’S REPORT
1. Report from Lewis Hall, Beverly Hills School District Board Member
2. Information Only:
a) Household Hazardous Waste Roundup
b) Public Safety Advisory September 7, 2012
c) West Nile Virus Update September 13, 2012
d) Crisis Response Team Crisis Counselor/Volunteer Opportunities
e) Disaster Healthcare Volunteers
f) Beverly Hills CPR
g) Videotaping of Commission Meetings
-

—

—

.

G.

Other Items

NEW BUSINESS
1. AT&T Mobility Project: Provides information and seeks input on the AT&T
telecommunications project that will increase wireless service for Public Safety
and the community.
2. Tobacco Ordinance Update: Provides an update on the implementation of the
Tobacco Ordinance.

3. Police Department Update: Sgt. Gregg Mader will attend to provide information
on National Night Out, National Take Back Initiative, and other related topics.
4. National Preparedness Month: Provides information on National Preparedness
Month activities held in the month of September.

5. Reinstatement of Beverly Hills CERT Training Program: Provides information on
the reinstatement of the CERT Training Program.
6. City Council Liaison Meeting: Provides information on the City Council Liaison
Meeting held on September 12, 2012.

7. 2012 Biennial Conflict in Interest Code Report-Health and Safety Commission.
H.

COMMENTS FROM COMMISSIONERS
Commissioners’ brief responses to public comments, questions for clarification, brief
announcements, request for information, and brief reports on activities.
ADJOURNMENT

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
City Hall Room 280-A
455 N. Rexford Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
MINUTES
HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING
July 23, 2012
4:00 p.m.
The meeting was called to order at 4:08 p.m.
A.

ROLL CALL
Commissioners Present: Chair Judelson, Vice Chair Setian, Aronberg, Millan, Kopeikin,
Landau, Seidel
Commissioners Absent: None
Staff: P. Mottice Muller, A. Tarazon, G. Mader, C. Di Renzo, R. Gale

B.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The Pledge of Allegiance was led by Commissioner Judelson.

C.

COMMISSION MINUTES
MOVED by Aronberg, SECONDED by Millan to approve the minutes with changes of
the meeting on June 25, 2012 (6/0)
Ayes: Aronberg, Landau, Seidel, Millan, Vice Chair Setian, Chair Judelson
Noes: None
Absent:
None
CARRIED.

D.

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE
There were no comments made by members of the public.

E.

REPORT FROM THE CHAIRPERSON
• Mayor’s Cabinet Meeting July 10, 2012
• Other items of interest.
—

F.

—

cancelled.

DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Lewis Hall, Beverly Hills School District Board Member, gave an update that the
Beverly Hills Unified School District office had been evacuated due to an insect
problem. Mr. Hall also reported field back studies had been conducted to make sure
school buildings were safe during an earthquake. There was little damage and no
structural damage to the school buildings.
Information Only:
a) Commission Calendar
b) Senior Falls, A Tool Kit to Prevent, What Can you Do To Prevent Falls
NCIPC
C) Home Modifications
Safety for Older Consumers
—

U) La County Vector Control June 2012 Field Operations (Beverly Hills)
e) Public Health Advisory June 29, 2012 New West Nile Virus Positive in the
City of Los Angeles (Zip Code 90024)
—

G.

NEW BUSINESS
1. NATIONAL NIGHT OUT
Director Muller discussed the final plans for National Night Out to be held on
August 7, 2012. The Commission planned to attend the event; job duties,
materials, handouts, and giveaways were discussed. Commissioners would be
handing out informational handouts and giveaways at an Emergency
Management booth.
2. FY2O1J -2012 ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Director Mullet presented the accomplishments the Commission achieved during
the year while Dr. Debra Judelson and Kar’en Setian served as the Chair and
Vice Chair of the Health and Safety Commission from July 1, 2011 to June 30,
2012. A City Council liaison meeting would be held in the future to review the FY
2011 2012 accomplishments. The Commission reviewed and approved the list
of accomplishments that would be presented to Council.
—

3. FY 2012 —2013: DISCUSSION OF VISION STATEMENT, FY 2012—2013
WORK PLAN ITEMS, AND FUTURE CITY COUNCIL LIAISON MEETINGS
Director Muller presented Chair Setian and Vice Chair Millan’s vision for the
upcoming fiscal year. A discussion was held regarding the Commission’s Work
Plan Items as they appear in the City’s adopted 2012/2013 budget and this
year’s Areas of Interest not yet decided upon by the Commission. One
suggested work plan item discussed for 2012/2013 was to reinstate and support
the CERT program.
4. VIDEOTAPING
Administrative liaison Adrianne Tarazon provided a report on the future
videotaping of the Commission meetings which would begin at the next Health
and Safety Commission meeting on September 24, 2012. Staff discussed the
process, how the taping would work, and any changes or adjustments to be
made in future Commission meeting procedures.
5. AUGUST MEETING
Director Muller requested the Commission discuss whether to hold or cancel the
2012 August Health and Safety Commission meeting. After discussion, it was
agreed to cancel the August meeting due to vacation schedules.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMISSION CALENDAR
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Updated: 9/14/12
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Attendees
All

For a complete listing of what you can and cannot bring or information
on upcoming events, contact: 1(888) CLEAN-tA • www.CleanLA.com,
or 1(800) 238-0172 • www.lacsd.org.

• Be prepared to leave your containers and boxes. Remove
all other items from your trunk.

• Do not mix the items together.
• There is a limit of 15 gallons or 125 pounds of hazardous
waste per trip.

• Bring the items in a sturdy box, preferably in their
original labeled containers.

How to prepare items for transportation:

• Hazardous waste and electronic waste from businesses.
• Explosives, ammunition and radioactive materials.
- Trash and tires.
White goods such as refrigerators, stoves and washing
machines,etc.
• Controlled substances.

What you CAN’T bring to an event:

Household electronic waste which includes: Computer
monitors, televisions, computer CPUs, keyboards,
printers, cellular phones, etc.

• Brake fluid, paint, paint thinner, cleaners with acid or lye,
pesticides or herbicides, household batteries and car
batteries, pool chemicals, motor oil, oil filters, expired
pharmaceuticals, anti-freeze, and fluorescent light bulbs.

What you CAN bring to an event (examples):

BUSINESS WASTE WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

‘

Prinied on recycled eaper

You can also lake your used motor oil to more than 600 oil
recycling centers in Los Angeles County. Call 1(888) CLEAN-LA
for a complete listing.

Home-generated sharps waste such as hypodermic
needles, pen needles, syringes. lancets, and intravenous
needles SHOULD NOT be placed in your trash. Bring
them to the Roundups or visit www.CLEANLA.com for
alternate disposal options.

Brought to you by the County ot Los Angeles and presented by
the Department of Public Works and the Sanitation Districts of
Los Angeles County in cooperation with the cities of Beverly Hills,
Culver City, Los Angeles, and West Hollywood.

Dispose of Household Hazardous Waste and E-Waste
the right way on Saturday: SEPTEMBER 29, 2012

___________________

Abierto a todos los
residentes del Condado de Los Angeles.

En las Calles de Ia Ciudad
Foothill Road entre
Alden Drive y West 3rd Street
Beverly Hills

-

9:00 am 3:00 pm

Sãbado, 29 de septiembre de 2012

Recolección de Desechos
Ióxicos del Hogar
y Electrónicos

BASURA

ALA

TOXIC
O
PARA TIRAR

.MUY

Para una lista completa de lo que puede o no puede traet o para
informaciOn sobre los eventos lame al: 1(888) CLEAN-LA.
www.CleanLA.com, o al 1(800) 238-0172 . www.lacsd.org

• Hay un Ilmite de 15 galones 0125 libras porviaje.
• Esté preparado para dejar sus envases y cajas. Favor de
sacar todos los otros articulos de Ia cajuela.

• No mezcle productos diferentes.

• Traiga los artIculos en una caja firme. de preferencia en
sus envases originales con las etiquetas.

Cámo preparar articulos para el transporte?

-

Refrigeradores. estufas y lavadoras.
• Substancias controladas.

• Basura y Ilantas.

• Desechos toxicos y electrOnicos de negocios.
• Explosivos, municiones y materiales radiactivos.

10 que no puede traer:

• Desechos electrodomésticos, monitores de
computadoras, televisiones, UPC’s de computadoras,
teclados. impresoras, teléfonos mOviles, etc.

• LIquido de frenos, pintura, tiner, limpiadores con ácido,
pesticidas o herbicidas. baterIas de casa y automOvil,
qulmicos de alberca, aceite de motor, filtros del aceite.
medicamentos caducados, anticongelantes y Iámparas
de tubo fluorescentes.

Que puede traer at evento:

DESECHOS DE NEGOCIOS NO SERAN ACEPTADOS.

6

nwreso en papel recaclade

centros de reccIale en el Condado de Los Angeles. Liarne al
1(888) CLEAN LA para el tugar ins cetcano a usted.

Tambien puede Ilevar su aceite de rno(or usado a mas de 600

Desechos de Agtijas y leringas Usadas de iso domestico
como agujas hipodérmcas, agujas de pluma, ancetas y agujas
intravenosas NO 5E DEBEN TIRAR en a basura. Träigalos a
los eventos de recoleccion o visite www.CleanLA.com para
opciones alternativas de a disposiciOn!

Patrocinado pot el Condado de Los Angeles y piesentado pot
el Departmento de Obras Püblicas y los Distritos Sanitarios del
Condado de Los Angeles en cooperaciOn con as ciudades de
Beverly Hills, Culver City, Los Angeles, y West Hollywood.

Deshagase de sus Desechos léxicos del Hogar y ElectrOnicos
de Ia Manera Correcta, el sãbado: 29 de septiembre de 2012

s

Los Angeles County West Vector
a Vector-Borne Disease Control District
6750 Centinela Avenue, Culver City CA 90230
Ph: 310-975-7370 ext. 223; Fax: 370-915-9148
Email: rsaviskas@lawestvector.org

Public Health Advisory
September 7, 2012
A New Dead Birds Collected in the City of Beverly Hills (90210) has Tested
Positive for West Nile Virus.
A new dead bird coHected in the City of Beverly Hills (90210) has tested positive for West Nile
Virus (WNV).
WNV is transmitted through the bite of an infected mosquito. Mosquitoes become infected when
they first feed on birds that carry the virus, and then bite a human or animal.

What does it mean?
West Nile virus is endemic in Los Angeles County and California, and nationally has been found in
all 50 states since its introduction into the United States in 1999.
Currently, 87 zip codes out of 361 located in the County of Los Angeles have recorded positives for
WNV.
A positive result from sentinel chicken flocks and trapped adult mosquitoes are more specific with
respect to the actual site of the infection, whereas positive dead birds are less specific with respect
to the actual site of the infection.
Birds routinely travel many miles from their nighttime nesting locations to feed and scavenger
during the day before they return to their original location in the evening. Although positive birds
collected in a specific area are significant with respect to trends on a wider basis, it does not
definitively identify a specific city, zip code, or location as the site where the actual mosquito bite
and infection occurred because of the birds extended daily travel patterns. A bird may travel and
die as much as 1 to 10 miles away from the location where it was infected. A positive result from a
sentinel chicken flock or trapped adult mosquitoes is more specific with respect to the location of
the infection since they are site specific.
What should the city do?

There is no specific action that is required by the city, but the District recommends that the city
make this information known to their residents through their normal communication process so
people walking or sitting outside at dawn or dust wilt take the appropriate precautions listed below
to protect themselves from being bitten by infected mosquitoes.

Residents can protect themselves from WNV by doing the following:
•

DEET Apply insect repellent according to the label. Repellents containing DEET,
picaradin, lR3535, and oil of lemon eucalyptus are the longest lasting and most effective.
Repellents keep the mosquitoes from biting you.

•

DAWN AND DUSK Mosquitoes that carry WNV primarily bite in the early morning and
evening so it is important to wear repellent at this time.

•

MOSQUITO PROOF YOUR HOME Make sure that your doors and windows have tightfitting screens to keep out mosquitoes. Repair or replace screens with tears or holes.

•

DRAIN Mosquitoes lay their eggs on standing water. Eliminate all sources of standing
water on your property, including flowerpots, old car tires, rain gutters and pet bowls.
Ensure that swimming pools, spas, and ponds are properly maintained. If you have an
ornamental pond, use mosquito fish. You can make an arrangement to pick up tree
mosquito fish at the District by calling 310-915-7370.

-

-

-

-

Reporting Dead Birds: 1-877-WNV BIRD (7-877-968-2473):
The public is encouraged to report dead birds to help with West Nile virus surveillance and control
efforts. Dead birds should be reported to the toll-free hotline number at 1-877-WNV BIRD (1-877968-2473). Dead birds must be less than 24 hours old to be able to test them for West Nile virus.
If the bird is rigid or decomposed, it cannot be used for testing. Birds that are not in a condition to
be tested can be disposed of in your normal weekly trash pickup by taking the following steps: 1)
Take a plastic garbage bag and inserting your hand in the open end; 2) Grab the dead bird and pull
it into the garbage bag using an “outside-to-inside” pulling motion; 3) Tie off the bag with the bird
inside and place it in your regular trash for disposal.
Symptoms of West Nile virus:
People infected with WNV can experience a variety of symptoms that may include: no symptoms,
West Nile Fever, or West Nile Neuroinvasive disease. Symptoms usually occur 2-15 days after
infection. II you suspect you have contracted WNV, consult your physician for testing and care.
Symptoms of “West Nile Fever” can include:
• Headaches (often severe)
• High fever
• Tiredness and body aches
• A skin rash and swollen lymph glands
These symptoms may last from several days to several weeks.
Symptoms of “West Nile Neuroinvasive Disease” can include:
• Severe Headache
• High Fever
• Stiff neck
• Stupor
• Disorientation
• Tremors, convulsions, muscle weakness
• Paralysis
• Coma: This form of the disease can lead to long lasting and/or permanent damage to the
brain.
Page2

For mosquito problems or to pick up mosquito fish (1-310-915-7370): Call 1-310-915-7370
Monday through Friday, 8:00 am. 4:00 p.m.
—

For additional information on WNV and the Los Angeles County West Vector & VectorBorne Disease Control District (www.lawestvector.org): Please visit the District’s website at
www.lawestvector.org. WNV results and new positives are updated on a weekly basis.
Questions: If you have any questions, please contact Robert Saviskas, Executive Director, at
(310) 915-7370 ext. 223 or at rsaviskas@lawestvector.org.
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Los Angeles County West Vector
& Vector-Borne Disease Control District
6750 Centinela Avenue, Culver City CA 90230
Ph: 310-915-7370 ext. 223; Fax: 310-915-9148
Email: rsaviskas@lawestvector.org

West Nile Virus Update
&
Public Health Advisory
September 13, 2012
This is a West Nile Virus (WNV) update and public health advisory for all cities and unincorporated
county areas within the Los Angeles County West Vector & Vector-Borne Disease Control District.
The West Nile virus has been particularly active throughout the United States and now, because of
persistent hot weather and high humidity, monitoring data indicates that Los Angeles County has
made a significant jump in positive dead birds and tested mosquitoes in 2012 compared to 2011.
Although human cases in Los Angeles County are down from 63 in 2011 to only 18 in 2012, extra
care should be taken by all residents to reduce their exposure and the likelihood of contracting
WNV by following the recommendations listed.
Nationwide (Infections are Up 4’ from 201 1): As of September 11, 2012, 48 states have reported
West Nile virus infections in people, birds, or mosquitoes. A total of 2,636 cases of West Nile virus
disease in people, including 118 deaths, have been reported to CDC. Of these, 1,405 (53%) were
classified as neuroinvasive disease (such as meningitis or encephalitis) and 1,231 (47%) were
classified as non-neuroinvasive disease.
The 2,636 cases reported thus far in 2012 is the highest number of West Nile virus disease cases
reported to CDC through the second week in September since 2003. Two thirds of the cases have
been reported from six states (Texas, Louisiana, South Dakota, Mississippi, Michigan, and
Oklahoma) and 40 percent of all cases have been reported from Texas.
California (Infections are Up + from 2011): Human infections in California for 2012 are up 92%
with 2 deaths and 99 cases statewide compared to only 44 cases at the same time last year.

LA County (Infections are Down 4’ from 2011): Human infections for 2012 (18 cases) are down
by 72% in Los Angeles County compared to 2011(63 cases and 4 deaths). At this time last year
(2011), there were 93 positive zip codes with positive dead birds, sentinels chicken flocks,
mosquitoes, or dead squirrels. This year (2012), there is presently 101 positive zip codes.
However, positive zip codes in the Los Angeles County West Vector & Vector-Borne Disease
Control District are up from last year’s total count of 17 to 23 for the same period due primarily to
the unusually hot and persistent temperatures and humidity along the coastline and adjacent
coastal communities.

-

-

---.

-.---.--———-----

Pagel

Positive Birds: Eighty-one percent (81%) of all of the positive indicators (dead birds, sentinels
chicken flocks, mosquitoes, and dead squirrels) are dead birds. Birds routinely travel many miles
from their nighttime nesting locations to feed and scavenger during the day before they return to
their original location in the evening. Although positive birds collected in a specific area are
significant with respect to trends on a wider basis, it does not definitively identify a specific city, zip
code, or location as the site where the actual mosquito bite and infection occurred because of the
birds extended daily travel patterns. A bird may travel and die as much as ito 10 miles away from
the location where it was infected. It is believed that a large number of birds are travelling further
west this year to the coastal communities to seek relief from the unusual heat.
Residents can reduce the risk of being infected with WNV by doing the following:
•

DEET Apply insect repellent according to the label. Repellents containing DEET,
picaradin, 1R3535. and oil of lemon eucalyptus are the longest lasting and most effective.
Repellents keep the mosquitoes from biting you.

•

DAWN AND DUSK Mosquitoes that carry WNV primarily bite in the early morning and
evening so it is important to wear repellent at this time

•

MOSQUITO PROOF YOUR HOME Make sure that your doors and windows have tightfitting screens to keep out mosquitoes. Repair or replace screens with tears or holes.

•

DRAIN Mosquitoes lay their eggs on standing water. Eliminate all sources of standing
water on your property, including flowerpots, old car tires, rain gutters and pet bowls.
Ensure that swimming pools, spas, and ponds are properly maintained. If you have an
ornamental pond, use mosquito fish. You can make an arrangement to pick up free
mosquito fish at the District by calling 310-91 5-7370.

-

-

-

-

Reporting Dead Birds: 1-877-WNV BIRD (1-877-968-2473):

The public is encouraged to report dead birds to help with West Nile virus surveillance and control
efforts. Dead birds should be reported to the toll-free hotline number at 1-877-WNV BIRD (1-877968-2473). Dead birds must be less than 24 hours old to be able to test them for West Nile virus.
If the bird is rigid or decomposed, it cannot be used for testing. Birds that are not in a condition to
be tested can be disposed of in your normal weekly trash by taking the following steps: 1) Take a
plastic garbage bag and inserting your hand in the open end; 2) Grab the dead bird and pull it into
the garbage bag using an “outside-to-inside” pulling motion; 3) Tie oft the hag with the bird and
place it in your trash for disposal.
Symptoms of West Nile virus:
People infected with WNV can experience a variety of symptoms that may include: no symptoms,
West Nile Fever, or West Nile Neuroinvasive disease. Symptoms usually occur 2-15 days after
infection. If you suspect you have contracted WNV, consult your physician for testing and care.
Symptoms of “West Nile Fever” can include:
• Headaches (often severe)
• High fever
• Tiredness and body aches
• A skin rash and swollen lymph glands
These symptoms may last from several days to several weeks.

Page2

Symptoms of “West Nile Neuroinvasive Disease” can include:
• Severe Headache
• High Fever
• Stiff neck
• Stupor
• Disorientation
• Tremors, convulsions, muscle weakness
• Paralysis
• Coma: This form of the disease can lead to long lasting and/or permanent damage to the
brain.
For mosquito problems otto pick up mosquito fish (1-310-915-7370): Call 1-310-915-7370
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. 4:00 p.m.
—

For additional information on WNV and the Los Angeles County West Vector & VectorBorne Disease Control District (www.lawestvector.org): Please visit the District’s website at
www.lawestvector.org. WNV results and new positives are updated on a weekly basis.
Questions: If you have any questions, please contact Robert Saviskas, Executive Director, at
(310) 915-7370 ext. 223 or at rsaviskas@lawestvector.org.
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CRISIS RESPONSE TEAM
10-week, 30-hour Training
Thursday Evenings, 6 9pm
Begins Thursday, October 4, 2012
-

HIR

ww w. th cC]? T. or.’

Spctce is limited to the first 30 qualified applicants.

First Responder Education,Support and Resources

Makç a cDifference in Our community
Crisis Counselor

Volunteer Opportunity
On-Scene to assist survivors of
trauma or serious loss:
ReSpOfld

homicide, suicide, death ofa child, home—
invasion rob ben;, fatal traffic collis ion,
sudden death of a loved one...

Work alongside Police, Fire, Sheriff,
and EMS personnel.

Ongoing training and supervision
provided by nationally recognized trauma
mental health specialists.

a,

For more information visit oui
website: www.theCRT.orj’,
Call the CRT Training Information Line:
(855) 343-6012, x712, or contact us via
email: ChironCRTgmail.com

:.

1-”

oicOSS

The Crisis Response Team is a program of Chiron Center, Inc.
www. Chiron Center. org
www. the CRT. org
—

-

a 501(c)3 Non-profit

0 zev.Iacounty.gov

http ://zevIacou nty .gov/newslpaging-aII-healthca re-pros

Paging all healthcare pros
August 9, 2012
If you’ve got the
skills, L.A. County
wants you to be
part of The Surge.
A new advertising
campaign is
being launched to
expand the ranks
of the county’s
network of
volunteer
healthcare
professionals who
help out when
major disasters or
public health
emergencies
strike.
“No mailer what
happens with a
disaster, there are
always issues
with medical needs,” said Cathy Chidester, director of the county Emergency Medical Services
Agency. “Right now our hospitals are really maxed out, so, in case of a large-scale disaster, you are
going to need extra professionals to staff those needs.”
Electronic billboard space valued at up to $250,000 recently was donated to the Los Angeles County
Disaster Healthcare Volunteers, a collaborative effort led by the county’s Emergency Medical Sert’ices
Agency and Department of Public Health, by outdoor communications companies, through a
partnership with the City of Los Angeles. The donation was approved by the county Board of
Supervisors on Tuesday.
One of the new billboard ads will recruit for the L.A. County Surge Unit, the largest of four volunteer
groups under the “Disaster Healthcare Volunteers” umbrella. Another will spread the word about the
Medical Reserve Corps of Los Angeles—a volunteer unit associated with the Los Angeles Department
of Public Health. A third ad will be reserved for recruiting when a major disaster already has occurred.
The county volunteer collaborative was founded after the 9/11 attacks and Hurricane Katrina increased
awareness of a need for backup healthcare personnel. Volunteers pre-register as professionals by
entering their information into a database managed by the State of California. Their licensure and
place of practice are verified by the program, and they are then considered “hospital ready.”
The Surge Unit seeks a variety of healthcare professionals, including doctors, nurses, dentists,
pharmacists, EMTs and lab technicians. The unit is not aimed at recruiting first responders; rather, it

seeks people to serve during the days following a large-scale disaster, when they would be contacted
and mobilized to increase the capacity of hospitals and clinics.
Licensed mental health professionals are also vital to the effort, said Sandra Shields, Senior Disaster
Services Analyst for the unit.
“Following a disaster, we expect a surge in people coming to the hospital concerned that they may be
ill or have an injury, but are not actually hurt,” said Shields. Mental health professionals “can help
manage the psychological casualties of major disasters.”
For more information about the Surge Unit or to register to help, visit the website or call (818) 9085150. The unit also offers training sessions several times per year. The sessions are voluntary, as are
all other aspects of the program. The personal information of volunteers is secured and can only be
accessed by official representatives of the group.
The Surge Unit currently boasts 3,027 volunteers. With the help of the billboards, the program hopes to
reach 4,000 by the end of the year. if you think you may want to help out during a disaster, signing up in
advance is critical.
“The hospitals and clinics cannot effectively utilize spontaneous volunteers,” Shields said. “We want to
use their skills appropriately and that’s easier if they are pre-registered.”
Posted 8/9/7 2
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BLS for Healthcare Providers

tsp Clasroom)

08114/2012 @ 6:30PM

BLS for Healthcare Providers tOnhine & Skills Test)
08/1412012 @ 6:00pm to 7:00pm

Family & Friends CPR (Adult CPR)
08121/2012 @ 5:30pm

Friends & Family (Infant CPR)
06/2112012 @ 6:30pm

.;•

..

L
..

•

•

Heartsaver CPR/AED & First Aid (Classroom)
08/14/2012 @ 6:30pm
08/25/2012 @ 9:30am

Does Your Baby Sitter Know Infant & Child CPR?
Pet CPR
Call for Schedule
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

BEVERLY
NIL IS

POLICY AND MANAGEMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Health and Safety Commission

FROM:

Pamela Mottice-Muller, Director of Emergency Management

DATE:

September 24, 2102

SUBJECT:

Information Only

Reminder: This and future Commission meetings will be recorded for posting on the
City’s website.
A light snack will be provided at the meeting.

9/20/2012 7:59:00 AM

-

Information Only-Staff report

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

BEVERLY

Hl1L4
C

POLICY AND MANAGEMENT

—

MEMORANDUM
TO

Health and Safety Commission

FROM:

Madhi Aluzri, Assistant City Manager
Chief David Snowden, Police Department
Chief Timothy Scranton, Fire Department

DATE:

September 24, 2102

SUBJECT:

AT&T Mobility Project

AT&T Mobility is proposing to upgrade the City of Beverly Hills’ wireless service and
coverage by installing a Distributed Antenna System (DAS) throughout the city. This
project was initially spearheaded by the City’s Public Safety staff (specifically the Police
Department) to increase the performance of their public safety computers and will
achieve the goal together with increasing the performance of all the other AT&T
wireless devices owned and operated throughout the City by residents, businesses and
visitors.
City Management and Public Safety staff will be on hand to provide an overview of the
project, seeking input and support from the Commission on this matter.
The attached FAQ were prepared by AT&T as technical explanation of the project.

9/20/2012 8:02:00 AM At&T MoiHity-Staff Report
-

Beverly HUIs Outdoor Distributed
Antenna System FACs
1

What is an 0045 and how does it work?
An Outdoor Distributed Antenna System, or oDAS, is a network of smaller, spatially separated antenna nodes connected to the
communications network.
An 0DAS network transmits the wireless signal through several smaller antennas to provide coverage, capacity and reliability
over simitai areas as a larger cell tower. 0DAS networks are effective in augmenting areas with difficult topography, structurat
impediments (e.g. buildings, or within buildings), or in locations where d may not he optimal or possible to huitcl additional
traditional larger macro towers.

2 Why do we need an oDAS and what will it do for me?
Beverly Hill’s topography and buitclinq density pose i challenge to wireless networ Ic perfor rnanco. Deploynig a DAS network
will increase network performance by providing greater coverage throughout the city and filling gaps in existing coverage.
AT&T’s DAS netwoik will improve call quality and reliability while also supporting increased traffic and faster tiansfer of data.

3 What witt oDAS provide to the City?
In addition to improving service for customei s in Beverly Hills, the City’s Police and
Fire departments have requested enhanced citywide connectivity to improve safety.
The oDAS system will improve fust responder communication and provide safe 9-1-1
coverage throughout the City. AT&T has also agreed to provide 14 poles with mounts
for traffic conitrol cameras, should the City move forward with that progiam.

4 What is the design for the Beverly Hills aDAS?
The electronic equipment and power meter will be housed in a small cabinet on the
ground and theanterinas will be mounted primarily on Beverly Hills street lights
posts. The street light will also be designed to accommodate police sLirveilhnce
cameras should the City decide to add cameras,

5 What’s involved in buitding this oDAS?
AT&T starts by identifyinq any gaps in coverage and/or the need for additional
capacity to meet ccistomer demand. It then calculatc’s the most efficient way to
provide complete coverage with as few 0DAS sites as possible

6 How many oDAS sites is AT&T planning to build in Beverly Hills? How many
homes are served by a single site?
76 nodes are proposed ni Beverly Hitls. Serving capacity varies by cabinet and by the
density of homes or business, geography anrl topography in a neighborhood.

7 Will AT&T be paying the City at Beverly Hills to place your oDAS on the poles?
Yes. AT&T wilt pay the city tom placing equipment on city-owned stieet light standards through a Mastei Cease Agreement with the City.

8 How did AT&T select the 0DAS locations?
Locations for the 0DAS equipment are chosen baser) on many factors. First, AT&T looked for poles that would he propei ly
spaced to provide effective coverage throucJhoLit the service gap area. Second, AT&T worked in concert with city staff to
minimize the visibility of the eqLupment. Third, AT&T looked for poles that would have easy access to fiber facilities arid power
ui oi dci to minimize constiuction disruption. AT&T worked with the City for over a year to identify sites, survey sites together,
and in many cases, relocate the proposed site to find the best possible location.

9 What happens when the equipment cabinet on the ground gets hit by a car?
If the damage is of the magnitude that causes the cabinet to fail, an alarm will alert AT&T’s Network Operations Center
triggering a dispatch to repair the cahineL
10 Why can’t AT&T just co-locate on other carriers’ existing cell sites?
If theie were existing cell sites and infrastructure that would provide the necessaiy locations to adclmess coverage and/or
capacity needs, then AT&T would attach to them. AT&T has determined that each and every proposed DAS location is

necessary to provide coverage or capacity fom the City. AT&T is motivated to keep the number of facilities to a minimum while
providing as complete coverage and customer demand as possible. In addition, ni the future it is possible that these new
tac ilities may be cised by other carriei s to enhance their own cover age.

2012 AT&T
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

BEVERLY
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POLICY AND MANAGEMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Health and Safety Commission

FROM:

Pamela Moffice-Muller, Director of Emergency Management

DATE:

September24, 2102

SUBJECT:

Tobacco Ordinance Update

Mark Brower, Senior Budget and Financial Analyst will be here to discuss the
following:
•
•
•
•

overview of the first year operation,
lessons learned,
changes to process and,
moving Forward

Attached are journal articles on the effectiveness of these types of programs.

9/20/2012 8:04:00 AM Tobacco Ordinance-Staff report
-

ORIG1’NAL fX)TR1BLTIOX

Factors Associated
With Tobacco Sales to Minors
Lessons Learned From the FDA Compliance Checks
laLnet1J I. ( lark, Pit I)
Sharon L .Nataiiblut, NiPA
(arol I. St’hinitt, [A
Charles Volters. MS
Ronaldo lachan, Phi)

A

FTER MORE TI L\N A DECr\DE Of

ci Forts to reduce youth ac
cess to tobacco, tobacco lrocl
ucts remain widely available
to adolescents through retail sources. In
N9’-l, it was estimated that 3.76 mil
lion daily smokers aged 2 to 1 7 ears
consume an estimated 924 million packs
of cigarettes pci- year, generating a re
tail value of 51.86 billion.1 Surveys con—
sistentlv show that minors believe they
can easily obtain cigarettes,21 and that
adolescents can readily purchase to
bacco in retail outlets.t Curtailing easy
youth access to tobacco is a crucial com
ponent in the primary prevention of to
bacco use, and restricting retail sales is
an important element of reducing youth
access. Given that tobacco control re
sources are limited, it is important to
understand the predictors of sales to mi
nors and thus design efficient compli
ance check programs to identify retail
ers who sell tobacco to minors. This
analysis oi 110062 cotupliance checks
performed be the US food and DnigAd
ministration (FDA) was undertaken ti.)
determine what elements of Ihe com
pliance check process are most likely to
result in illegal sales and therefore might
he used in formulating best practices for
efficient checks.
.2O00

tineric:an

sindical

Context Tobacco products continue to be widely accessible to minors. Between 1997
and 1999, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) conducted more than 150000
tobacco sales age-restriction compliance checks. Data obtained from these checks pro
vide important guidance for curbing illegal sales.

Objective To determine which elements of the compliance checks were most highly
associated with illegal safes and thereby inform best practices for conducting efficient
compliance check programs.
Design and Setting Cross-sectional analysis of FDA compliance checks in 110062
unique establishments in 36 US states and the District of Columbia.
Main Outcome Measure Illegal sales of tobacco to minors at compliance checks;
association of illegal sales with variables such as age and sex of the minor.
Results The rate of illegal sales for all first compliance checks in unique stores was 26.6%.
Clerk failure to request proof of age was strongly associated with illegal sales (uncor
rected sales rate, 10.5% compared with 89.5% sales when proof was not requested;
multivariate-adjusted odds ratio [OR], 0.03; 95% confidence interval [Cl], 0.03-0.04).
Other factors associated with increased illegal sales were employment of older minors
to make the purchase attempt (adjusted ORs for 16- and 17-year-old minors compared
with 15-year-olds were 1.52 [95% Cl, 1.46-1.63] and 2.43 [95% Cl, 2.31-2.59], re
spectively), attempt to purchase smokeless tobacco (adjusted OR, 2.16 [95% Cl, 1.902.45] vs cigarette purchase attempts), and performing checks at or after 5 PM (adjusted
OR, 1.28 [95% Cl, 1.21-1.35] vs before 5 PM). Female sex of clerk and minor, Saturday
checks, type of store (convenience store selling gas, gas station, drugstore, supermarket
and general merchandise), and rural store locations also were associated with increased
illegal sales.
Conclusions This analysis found that a reqctest for age verification strongly pre
dicted compliance with the law. The results suggest several ways in which the process
of compliance checks might be optimized.
JAMA. 2000;284. 729734

www.jama.com

Previous articles focused on youth
access issues have identified factors asso
ciated with illegal sales, including sex of
the tumor and the clerk, age of the minor,
ethnicity of the minor, and type of store
visited. These studies have reported con
flicting fndings about the direction and
magnitude of sales predictors, making it
di[ficult to use the previously published
literature to determine the best prac
tices for conducting checks.6

z\sso:iatien. -UI tights reserved,

Older minors buy more often than
younger ininots.75 The sex of the mi
nor has a mixed iniluence ott illegal toAuthor Affiliations: Centers for Public Health Re
search and Evaluation, Battelle Memotiat Institute, Bal
timore, Md (Drs Clark and tachan, Ms Schmitt, and Mr
Wotteis); and Office of Tobacco Progams, US Food
and Drug Adminotration, Rockville, Md (Ms Natanbtut).
Corresponding Author and Reprints: Pamela I. Clark.
PhD, Centers for t’ublic Health Research and Evalua
tion, Baftelle Memorial Institute, 6115 Falls Rd. 5ite
200, Baltimore, MD 21209 (e-mail: clarkp@battetle.oig).

(Reprinted) JAMA, August 9, 2000 --Vol 284, So. 0
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bacco sales rates, with some investiga
tors finding girls could buy more often
than boys,’415 ‘ others finding that boys
buy more often than girls,’4 and some
investigators have found no sex differ—
encc.°”’’’ Studies that have reported the
likelihood of sales by retail outlet type
are also mixed. At least 2 studies have
shown lowest sales rates in pharma
cies,2U2l 1 found mid-level sales rates in
pharmacies,’° and .1 Found high sales in
pharmacies.22 Inconsistencies among
previous studies may be the result of
small samples, few minors employed in
the checks, and wide ranges in the mi
nors’ ages. Employing few minors may
be particularly problematic given that the
apparent age and maturity of a particu
lar youth and hat youth’s experience
wit ii conducting compliance checks can
affect his or her ability to purchase to
bacco. These factors cotild partially ac
count for the varying sales outcomes
when minors of the same age anti sex try
to buy tobacco. For instance, Difranza
et al 2 reported widely varying buy rates
for three 16—year—old boys they em
ployed to attempt to buy smokeless to
bacco. Purchase rates for each of the 3
ranged from 26.5% to S.4%. This would
suggest that a large sample of coinph
ance checks performed by a large num
ber of minors is required to otlset the ctit—
ferences between minors that might
affect their ability to successfully pur
chase tobacco. The large FDA data set,
composed of data from compliance
checks performed by more than 3000
minors. provides such information,
In 1906, the FDA asserted jurisdic
tion over cigarettes and smokeless to
bacco products and issued a nile regu
lating youth access to these products.—4
The youth access provisions made it il
legal for retailers to sell cigarettes or
smokeless tobacco to anyone under the
age of iS years and required that retail
ers verify the age of anyone under the age
of 27 years by checking photographic
identification (ID). To ettforce the rule,
the FDA contracted with the states and
territories to perform unannounced coin
pliance checks in which undercover mi
nors visit retail cigarette outlets and at
tempt to purchase tobacco products.
730

By December lOOc.when this analy
sis was begun, more than 150000 com
pliance checks had been completed in
43 states and territories, providing the
largest number ever performed under
a relatively uniform protocol.
METHODS
The FDA trained and commissioned state
officials to conduct compliance checks
on its behalf under protocols prescrib
ing such things as ages of the minors at
tempting the purchase, the precedttres
for conducting the purchase, and the
handling of evidence. In brief, trained anti
commissioned] adult investigatorsac
companied minors to the stores. The
FDA required the adult agents he in the
store when the minors made purchase
attempts tmless the agent believed that
his or her presence in the store would sig
nal a coinphance check (usually in very
small stores). The minors attempted to
buy the cigarette brands or smokeless to
bacco products frequently used by young
people in their area aticl had the Option
of purchasing other items, such as gum
or chips, at the same time. They were en
couraged to carry valid photographic ID,
if owned, and were required to produce
it at the request of a clerk, in addition,
they were not allowed tc) lie about their
ages or [or whom the tobacco purchase
was made.
-

Characteristics of the Minors
During the first year of the program, only
15— or 1.6-year—old minors were em
ployed. Subsequently. 17—year—olcls were
included, with the FDA requiring a sub
stantially equal mix of the 3 age groups.
Minors were instructed to maintain their
normal, everyday appearance. If they
typically wore make—up or facial hair,
they w’ere permitted to do so during
compliance checks, but were not per
rnitted to alter their appearance to ap
pear older. States were instructed to se
lect minors who reflected the ethnic and
racial characteristics of the communi
ties in which they conducted the checks.
For reasons of safety. minors did not
conduct checks in their own commu
nities. Minors were typically paid by the
states for their participation.

JAMA, Auus, 9, 2000—-Vol 254, Nt. 6 (Reprinted)

Selection of Stores to Check
The FDA generally required that states
conduct a minimum of 375 checks per
month. States that license tobacco retail
ers used their licensure lists as a basis for
identifying outlets to check. It a state
could not generate a list of tobacco re
tailers, the FDA provided a retailer list
from a commercial sotu’ce. There was no
attempt by the FDA to systematically
sample stores in the states; rather, the in
tention was to do a complete census of
all tobacco retail outlets. The store cheeks
analy:ecl here represent checks of ap
proximately 10% of the retail tobacco
outlets in the United States.
Statistical Analyses
This analysis used the first compli
ance check done in each unique store
(n= 1 It) 062). The outcome variable was
the outcome of the purchase at tempt
(sale or no sale) at that first check. The
relationships among potential explana
tory variables ancf between indepen
dent and dependent variables were cxplo red th rough [req u e ttey tables,
appropriately stratified.
L.ogistic regression analysis was used
to investigate the contribution of the in
dependent variables to the probahili t y
of illegal sales to minors. Variables in
cluded in the model were those signifi
cantlv associated with sales in an ex
ploratory analysis (including 2— and
3-level interaction terms) and those re
ported as associated with sales in tfte
published hteratttre. Dummy variables
were constructed when appropriate.
Odds ratios (ORs) were const.rudted to
reflect, the ratio oft he odds of a sale while
controlling for the simultaneous ef
fects of the independent variables.
Ninety—five percent confidence inter
vals for ORs were calculated using SEs
estimated by the Wald statistic.
To account for potential clustering of
stores within communities. SUDAAN
(Research Triangle Institute, Research
Triangle Park, NC) software was used
to account [or any effect of clustering
within states or within ZIP codes. Mea
sures of precision for the model param
eters were approximately the same as
those generated by a simple log-linear

)2OOf) Anit.’ric.’an Nltdi,’at
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TOBACCO SALES TO MINORS

model, suggesting that the degree of
homogeneity between stores within
clusters was small anti did not affect
overall results.

ness lists to locate as many missing store
location ZIP codes as possible, 3733
(3.4%) remained missing.
RESULTS

Sources of Data Used
in the Analyses
The Compliance Check Record. Agents
supervising compliance checks were re
quired to complete a written report

irnmcdiatcly following each hu at
tempt. This written report d ocu—
menteci the outcome of the check, the
type 01 establishment visited (conve
nience store, convenience plus gas sta
tion. gas station, drugstore, general mer
chandise, supermarket. tobacco store,
or other), the date and lime of the
check, the sex of the store clerk, the type
of tobacco the minor attempted to buy
(cigarettes or smokeless tobacco), the
minor’s ID code, whether the minor was
asked for proof of age. and whether the
minor carried a valid ID card.
The FDA’s contract with the states did
not require that they report age and sex
of the rrunors, and not all states had tlte
resources to abstract the sex and age of
the minors from their records, particu
larly from their earliest checks for the
purpose of this analysisT he sex and age
of the minors was available for 81181
checks (74% ot first compliance checks).
i’ABLF 1 shows a comparison ol all first—
time checks and checks for which mi
nor data were available.
Urbanicitv of the Community in

Which the Check Occurred. The ac
tual store address, including the postal
ZIP code, was available for most stores.
Postal ZIP codes often cross over ur
ban. suburban, and/or rural areas. An
urhanicity variable was constructed to
represent the largest proportion of
households within each ZIP code, us
ing 1990 US Census Bureau data. Be
cause uncorrected sales rates were low
est in pretlorninantly rtrban ZIP codes,
dummy variables were constructed for
suburban and rural areas, with urban
areas as the reference category.
Approximatel $000 ZIP codes were
tntssing because a business address was
different than the address of the store
location, After using commercial busi
51;2000 Atueric:an ,Meditwl Assm’jatitrn.

The FDA completed 151301 compli
ance checks in 110062 tin iqile to-

bacco retail outlets between 1997 and
1999. The postal ZIP codes and minor
characteristics were available for
78812 (72%) of the compliance
checks itt 36 states arid the District of
Columbia. The rate of sales for all Iirst
compliance checks in unique stores

Table 1. Comparison of Full and Reduced Data Sets of First Compliance Checks in Unique
Stores’
Variable
Stoic type
Convenience store
Convenience + gas
Gas station
Drugstore
Supermarket
General merchandise
Tobacco store
Other
Age 01 minor. y
15
16
17
Sex of minor
Male
Female
Sex of clerk
Male
Femsie
Item bought
Cigarettes
Srriokeless tobacco
Time of check
Bore 11 AM
11 AM to 12:59 PM
1 PM to 2:59 PM
3 PM to 4:59PM
5PM to 6:59 PM
7 PM or later
Day of the week
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
ThLlrsday
Friday

Alt Checks, No.

(%)

15112 (13.8)
43071 (39.3)
5755 (5.3)
6703(6.1)
18524(16.9)
5522 (4,8)
1742 tl .6)
13514(12.3)

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

11 236 113.9)
31 590 (39.1)
4449 (5.5)
4821 (6.0)
13372(16.5)
3875 (4.8)
1 242 11.51
10303 (12.7)
22196(28.4)
34124(43.7)
21 758(27.9)

...

.

Checks With Data
on Minors, No. (%)

46418 (57.2)
34 763 (42.8)

42 751 138.9)
67 149(61.1)

31 803 (392)
49242(60.8)
—

,

—

105835 (97.2)
3043 (2.8)

8316 197.)
1874(2.3)

14243 (1L9)
(20.0)
(21.6)

iOt)66 (13.5)

2f 978
23801
29107
15 96,3
4967

(26.5)
(14.5)
(4.5)

7423)6.7)
11 611 (10.6)
16448 04.9)
17284 (15.7)
16893 (15.4)
12 792 (11.6)
27611 (25,1)

16499 (20.3)
17982(22.2)
22231 (27.4)
11059(13.6)
2442 (3.0)
5313 (6.5)
9092 (11.2)
12778 (15.7)
13163(16.2)
12812)10.0)

8130 110.0)
Saturday
19893 (24.5)
Identification requested
No
23236 (21.2)
17534 (21.6)
Yes
86 653 (78.8)
63 550 (76.4)
Community
Mostly urban ZIP code
60526 (57.9)
45108(56.0)
Mostly suburban ZIP code
15 758 (15.1)
11 541 (14.9)
Mostly rLiral ZIP code
28 .333 (27.1)
20990 (27.0)
‘Postal ZIP codes and characteristics of the minors were available for 78 817 (721’,) p1 the compliance rher.kv in 36
states end the District of Colurriba (Alaska, Ala, Ark, Ard, Cain, Cob, Corin, DC, Del, Fla, Ga. Hawaii, Iowa, Idaho. III,
Ky, Mass, Md, Me, Mirh, Mion, Mo, Miss. NC, NH. NJ, Nev, NY, OHs, Pa, Than, Thx. Utah, Va, Vi, Wash, WVai
Ellipses indicate data riot available for entire data set.

All tights reserved,

(Reprinted) JAMA, Auprisi 9. 2000—.\.’ol 264, tsr’. 6
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Characteristics of the Minors
and Clerks

was 26.b%. The rate was 2T7% [or
checks in which there were complete
data. Characteristics of the checks are
shown in Table 1 and results of the
logistic regression tnodeling are
shown in TAI3Hr 2.

Older age of the minor was associated
with illegal tobacco sales, with the odds
of buying irlc;reasing with each year of
age. Girls were more likely to be able

Table 2. Variables Associated WIth Sales to Minors
Unadjusted
Percent Sates

Adjusted Odds
Ratio (95% CI)’

P
Vatue

21.6

1.00
1.53 (1.42-1.64)

<.001

22.9

1.67 (1.50-1.86)
1.68(1.51-1.87)

<.001
<.001

Supermarket

23.8

1.21 (1.12-1.31)

<.001

General merchandise
Tobacco store

24.0

1.34 (1.19-1.50)

23.7
24.5

1.19(0.99-1.43)

<.001
.07

0.94(0.86-1.02)

.13

1.00
1.52(1.46-1.63)
2,43(2.31-2.59)

<.001
<.001

1.00
1.18(1.13-1.2:1)

<.001

Variable
Store type
Convenience store
Convenience ÷ gas

25.8
29.1

Gas station
Drugstore

Other
Age of minor, y
15
16
17

17.7
25.3
36.3

Sex of minor
Mate
Female

25.2
26.3

Sex of clerk
Male

Requesting Photographic ID

24.7

1.00

Female

24.5

1.19(1.15-1.26)

Item bought
Cigarettes

24.4

1.00

38.1

2.16(1.90-2,451

<.001

24.1

1.00
1.28 (1.21-1.35)

<.001

1.00
1.12 (1 .06-1.13)

<.001

1.00
0.03 (0.03-0.04)

<.001

Tj

Smokeless tobacco
of compliance check
Before 5 PM
After 5 PM

26.6

Day of the week
Not Saturdayt

25.0
Saturday
25.2
Identification requested by clerk
No
89.5
Yes
10.5
Cornmcinity
Mostly urban ZIP code
22.3
Mostly suburban ZIP code
23.6
Mostly rral ZIP code
26.4
:Cl indicates rcnictence interval.
tSundsy through Friday compliance did not differ signiticantl.

Table 3. Percent Sales by Sex
Sex of Minor
Mate

Total
Female

total
732

Mate Clerk
15.5

Female Clerk
16.9

16
17

23.5
34.9
24.6

24.9

18.6

19.3

.

,

,

15

.

<.001
<.001

of Minor, Age of Minor, and Sex of Clerk

Age of Minor, y
15

36.1
26.3

16

27.1

25.7

17

37.5

36.6

.

26.9

26.5

-

JAMA, Auust 9, 2040--—.Vot 284 ,Nn, 6 (Reprinted)

Clerks’ requests for proof of age were
highfy associated with denial of sales
to the minors. However, some sales
(iO.5% occurred even though the clerk
requested proof of age. The minors had
been trained to produce valid photo
graphic ID for inspection if requested.
although it is not known how many ac
tually did show an ID. The model was
reproduced with the reduced data set
of only chc’cks done by minors who
carried their own valid iD cards
(n = 39 726). Results were similar, with
3.8% of sales completed when an ID
card was requested.

<.001

1.00
1.16 (1.09-1.24)
1.45 (1.38-1.53)

to succcssfufly buy than were hovs, and
female clerks were more likely to sell
than were male clerks. The percent
sales, corrected only tot minor sex and
age and clerk sex, arc shown in TABI.F 3.
Two— and 3-way interaction terms for
sex of the minor, age of the minor, and
sex of the clerk were not significant in
the exploratory analysis and are not in
cluded in the model.

Buying Smokeless Tobacco
Minors attempted It) buy either ciga

rettes or smokeless tobacco. Only 2.3%
of all buy attempts were for smokeless
tobacco products. The corrected buy
rate was significantly higher when the
attempt was for smokeless tobacco com
pared with cigarettes.
Day of the Week and Time of Day

Only 17% of the checks occurred alter
.5 PM (1.6% by boys and 18% by girls).
The rate of sales was flat. unt ii that hour.
and then rose Sc) that completed sales
were significantly higher after 5 PM
compared with before ) PM. Sales were
significantly higher on Saturdays than
on any other day of the week.

Totai

Type of Store

25.6

26.7

The type of store was categorized 1w the
agent., using his or her best judgment.
Consistent with past studies. there was
variation in the sales rate by the type
of retail store visited. Convenience
stores not selling gasoline had the low
est rate of sales in the exploratory analv—

)2000 Atticn(’,tn Mcdkat Assot iatbm. All rights iesc’r ed.
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sis, so that. category was set as the ref
erence value. Sales rates were highest
in gas stations. Only the category
“other” did not have a significantly
higher sales rate than did convenience
St OTCS -

Urbanicity of the Store Community
More than hail of buy attempts were in
urban areas. In the logistic model, both
suburban and rural areas were signiti
candy associated with increased sales
compared with ut-ban areas.

COMMENT
This was an analysis of the largest avail
able set of compliance checks con
ducted under a relatively unitortu pro
tocol. The analysis suggested several
ways in which the process of compli
ance checks might he optimized. As
with most previous studies, older mi
nors were more hkelv to be able to buy
tobacco products than were younger
minors,7’1 To determine which retail
ers are more diligently corrtplving with
age restriction laws, it is vital that older
teens be inclutled in the mix of teens
doing compliance checks.
Some of the most conHicting results
in lCi ously’ published reports have
been the eftects of the sex of the mi
nor. lOt,’ 1’l As previ usi discussed, these
disparate results may be due in part to
the relatively few minors used in those
studies, sttch that differences in per
ceived maturity by sex may have con—
tributed to the variation in results. Ap
proximately 3172 minors contributed
to the compliance checks for the FDA.
pi’o’idrng stable estimates of sales by
age and sex.
In keeping with past research, this
study found that a request for age veri
fication strongly predicted compli
ance with the Iawi5352° It is not clear
how often askittg for an ID card is a sc—
rtous request for proof of age eligibil
ity and how often it is the verbal mecha
nism that tnerchants use to terminate
the transaction when they have al
ready decided that the buyer is too
young Interestingly, in 10% of the compli
ance checks in which clerks asked for

proof of age, they still sold to minors.
Sales rates under these conditions have
ranged from 6% to 33% in previous
studies.t523 These findings may sug
gest an incomplete undetstattding of the
“carding” or age—verification process.
The process necessitates 3 actions by
the clerk: requesting the ID card, in
specting the card, and calculating or
vct’ifying the age of the buyer. If retail
ers tuerelr request an ID card, without
the requisite inspection and calcula
tion or verification of age, then age veri
fication may not actually occur. Clerks
may sell tobacco even after requesting
proof of age because the)’ cannot cal
culate a,ge eligibility from a birth date.
Traitti ng programs for clerks typically
teach them that they must request
an ID carol and know how to spot a
fake one, but they may not teach the
clerk how to make a correct decision
about age eligibility’ once a carol is pre—
sented.226
Previous studies have shown slightly
lower or similar success rates for smoke
less tobacco purchases compared with
cigarettes212t2’ in this analysis, at
tempts to buy smokeless tobacco prod
ucts were almost twice as successful as
attempts to buy cigarettes. This phe
nomenon desen’es more study to deter
mine why it occttrs, and smokeless
tobacco should more frequently he
included in compliance check pro
grams.
The time of day when purchase at
tempts occur has been suggested as
a potential eon founding variable.6
O’Gtady et alt3 also found higher sales
among checks performed later in the
day, with 6% sales among checks per
formed in the morning. 18% in the af
ternoon. and 21% among checks per
formed after 6 PM, It is not known why
late ahernoon sales rates were signifi
cantly higher in this and the previous
study, but it is possible that clerks who
are on duty after 5 PM arc younger than
daytime clerks and mote inclined to sell
tobacco products to their contempo
raries, Evening clerks may have less
training, or they may be supen’ised and
monitored less closely than their day’—
time counterparts. Sales were higher on
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Saturday than other day’s of the week.
perhaps for the same reasons. Two con
clusions are CleaE it is important to con
duct some compliance checks during
later hours and on Saturdays, and own—
crs and managers should improve the
training and supervision of evening and
weekend clerks.
The sales rates in this sample were
highest for gas stations and conve
nience stores that also sold gas. The dif
ferent sales rate by orttlet type, how
ever, was not so great that any partictilmr
store class should he excluded from
compliance cheek programs.
Sales rates were higher in rural and
stmhurban areas corn pared with urban
areas, but more than half of the checks
were performed in urban areas. These
results suggest that a better mix of stoics
will he an important component of In—
tttre cotnp fiance check programs, even
though the relative proximity of stores
in urban areas makes urban checks
more efficient to perform.
As with other analyses ofadtninistra—
tive data sets, some additional cauttoris
are watTanted. It is not known whether
the loss of almost 30% of the compli
ance checks because of missing data (pri
marily missing sex or age ot the minor
and missing ZIP codes) may have intro
duced sotiw bias. ‘the stores were not
randomly sampled, anti no national es—
[(mates of sales rates can be inferred. It
is not known if the sampling of stores for
i.nclctsion produced any biases in the re
sults. Also, when data are not acquired
under a research protocol, misclassifi
cation errors may be tuore likely. The
most likely source ot error in this data
set was in classification of the store type,
which was left to the judgment of the
agent. In addition, the usc of postal ZIP
codes for olefmition ofurhanicitv does not
provide the precision that would exist if
the store neighborhoods were identi
fiedl at the census block level. Whether
or not the adult accompanied the mi—
nor into the store was not consisteittly
reported: anot her i tuportan t predictor of
sales, the ethnicity of the minor, was not
identified. There is need for fttrther re
search that explomes the interactiom be
tween clerk, minor, and neighborhood
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characteristics and the effect of wit
nesses to the transaction on illegal to
bacco sales.

example, who may not realize how easy
it is [or minors to buy tobacco from
them. Also, retailers must reeognize the
need to train their clerks that a tobacco
sale to a I 7—year—old minor is jttst as il
legal as a sale to a 15—year—old mmor. By
the same token, a sale in which a clerk
asks for a photographic ID but sells any
way is as illegal as one in which the clerk
does not ask for an ID cat-U. The results
suggest that additional training and
nlonitot1flg ci clerks who work in the
evening and the weekends may be
needed. All clerks must be trained that
selling smokeless tobacco products to
minors is illegal.
Between 1997 and 1999, the FDA
completed more than 150000 compli
ance checks in about 110000 retail es

tablishments throttghout the United
States. While that is the largest number
of checks ever conducted by a single en
tity, it represents only about 101}h of the
approNimatelv I million retailers sell
ing tobacco in this country. On March
21, 2000, the Supreme Court mttlcd that
the FDA lacked the authority to regu
late tobacco as customarily mar
keted.34 As a result of that decision, the
FDA will no longer he conducting corn
pliallce checks. Further, it is unlikely
that sutlicicnt funding will be available
[ruin other sources to conduct compli
ance checks in every store even omice a
year. As a resttlt, efficient eompl lance
check programs are needed to con
serve limited resources, while redmic
ing illegal .-ales of tobacco to minors.
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The Effects of Combining Education
and Enforcement to Reduce
Tobacco Sales to Minors
A Study of Four Northern California Communities
Ellen Feighery, MS; David G. Altman, PhD; Gregory Shatter, MA

Objective. To examine the effects of a community education and law en
forcement intervention on iLlegal tobacco sales to minors.
Deslgn.—A 2-year, before and after trial with retail stores as the unit of anal
ysis.
Setting—lmplementation occurred in four suburban California communities
with populations of 25000 to 700000.
Particlpanta.—AJl the retail stores in one intervention community and half the
retail stores, randomly selected, in the other three intervention communities
(n = 169) were visited by minors aged 1410 16 years with the intent to purchase
tobacco.
lnterventlon—Ongoing community and merchant education and four law
enforcement operations were conducted.
Main Outcome Measures. —Over-the-counter and vending machine sales of
tobacco to minors were the primary outcomes
Results. —Among a cohort of stores visited by minors at the pretest (n = 704)
in June 1986,71% sold tobacco over the counter and 92% sold tobacco through
vending machines, At posflest 2 in May 1990, 24% sold tobacco over the Counter
and 93% sold tobacco through vending machines. Of the 31 stores issued ci
tations, 16 were followed into the courts where the fines were dismissed or re
duced.
Conclusions.—Education alone had a limited effect on reducing illegal
tobacco sales to minors. It did promote community support for more aggressive
enforcement strategies. Education plus enforcement decreased significantly
over-the-counter sales; vending machine sales were unaffected by these inter
ventions. The lack of support at the judicial level may temper the effectiveness
of enforcement. Legislative remedies addressing judicial obstacles and vend
ing machine sales are needed.
-
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EASY access to tobacco products by
adolescents is amaj or public health prob
lem. Approximately 75% of current
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smokers become addicted to tobacco by
the age of 18 years, generally before it
is legal for them to purchase tobacco
products.’ The importance of prevent
ing early tobacco use is reinforced by
data illustrating that tobacco is the ini
tial drug of preference for young people
and that its use is associated with other
drug use.14 A 1990 report of tobacco use
in California6 found that current smok
ing status was 3.3% in 12- and 13-year-
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olds, 9.5% in 14- and 15-year-olds, and
19.1% in 16- and l7-year-olds. The rate
for 16- and 17-year-olds is just 2% less
than that of the overall California adult
population. This study also identified ex
perimenters: 12.9% of 12- and 13-yearolds, 29.4% of 14- and 15-year-olds, and
40.8% of 16-and 17-year-aids. Nationally,
in 1988, more than 3 million Americans
under the age of 18 years consumed al
most 1 billion packs of cigarettes and 26
million containers of smokeless tobacco,
accounting for approximately 3% of an
nual tobacco industry profits.7 These data
illustrate that minors are obtaining to
bacco readily.
See also pp 3159 and 3186.
Indeed, infield trials around the coun
try, minors have purchased tobacco suc
cessfully from stores and vending ma
chines 70% to 100% of the time (E. F.,
unpublished data, ;99;) -‘o In May1990,
Louis Sullivan, MD, Secretary of the
Department of Health and Human Ser
vices, wrote: “Access of minors to to
bacco is a major problem in every state
of the nation. About three-fourths of
the million outlets which sell cigarettes
to adults also sell cigarettes to minors.
These stores ignore the laws of their
states because enforcement is almost
nonexistent.” The Inspector General’s
Office of the Department of Health and
Human Services found blatant disregard
of the laws that prohibit the sale of to
bacco to minors by merchants, law en
forcement agencies, and communities at
large. Specifically, they found only 11
active state and local jurisdictions where
these laws were enforced.’2 In one of
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these jurisdiet iOflS, Woodridge. III, il
legal sales te minors m the 26 stores
licensed to sell tobacco were eliminated
due to a tobacco ret.ailer licensing ordi
nance and active law enforcement, This
mprossive finding should he mntereted
in igh of the fact that in the four vil
pages rootiguoas to Woodridge, tea
‘-ales tO rumors Occurred fl 34% f the
st.’res ‘Thus, bacco is still roadily ac
‘essible to Woodridge minors The ur
rem, study evaluates an intervention,
also efted in the Inspector General’s se
port. i.ht. corribir,ed meichart and corn
munity education with ctivs enforce
,O!CO’ of I he California lOW by tocal police
departments The goal was. to reduce
OO&:Cc sales to minors by 50%.
Laws rogiJatirg sales of tobacco prod
nts to nilnurs diffei’ front state to stat.
:aliiruoia law prohibits the sale and pur
chase of ohacco products to and by any
one under the age of 18 years. Retailers
who break this law are subject to a mu
demeanor with a first-offense Sne of
$200, a second-offense fine of $500, and
a third-offense fine of $1 000. As of Jan
uary 1, 1929, minors caught purchasing
tobacco are subject to a fine of $50 or 25
hours of community service work.

.

generated from t!’te telephone “ompan)
yellow pages and the county health de
partrnent’s listing of eating establish
merits. The outlets tneluded grocery, ii
uor and convenience stores, restac
ants, pharmacies, arid gas stations.
In September I98, a comprehensv’
ooucatmnal intert’er,tun duected atmer
chants. law enforcement agencie.,
the eommcnty at large was begun. The
intervention included widely puhliciz
.ng the results of (he. pretest Jiccugh
she local medis making res.estatons
to city councils, the county board of su
pervisors, and commimity organizations,
and mailing educational packets to au
i,ohacco retailers in the four ities. The
packets included a cover letter that do
scribed the results of the first survey
and why it was important to emoly
with the law, a copy of fhe law, warning
stickers for cash registers, employee ed
ucatian materials, and a lisi of individ
uals and community ivaiuzaI ions sup
nesting the project.
in December 1988, half of the stores
visited at the pretest were selected ran
domly and visited by eight of the orig
inal 20 minors (posttest 1). A total of 83
stores ere visited. Because the results
of this visit fell short of project expec
METHODS
tations to reduce sales by at least 50%.
In 1988, the Solano outay Cancer
face-to-face interviews were conducted
Prevention Program embarked on a corn
with 17 merchants to discover why the
munity-wide effort to reduce the illegal
educational effort did not achieve the
sale of tobacco to minors The four tar
results f a similar study in Santa Clara
geted sales in Solano County, California
County, California
Merchants re
(Beideia, Fairfield, Vacaville, and Vallejot
ported the following: (1) frustration that
vith populations ranging from 25000 to
minors could purchase tobacco products
aVI000, account for appr’iximatcly 85%
easily from ether local sources. making
f the county’s 240000 residents. These
it a disincentive to change their prac
are suburban communities separated
tices; (21 knowledge that the law was
from each other by $ to 24 km.
not enforced and a belief that. without
Tobacco sales to minors (yes or flu)
the sanctions of active enforcement,
was the primary ,ot.cornt- variable of
business as usual was acceptable; and
ihe study. Data vere collected at the
(3) belief that. the most effective method
n’e1 eat. (June through Augusi 9&Si:
to stop sales to minors was by active en
uosttest 1, after an education-only in
it,’cement. The results of the store sur
tervention December 1988), and post
veys and the merchant interviews were
test 2, after an education plus law en
;‘.mmurieated to local police departments
forcernent intervention (May 1990). Data
vith requests to enforce the law,
were analyzed using the McNernar nun
In November 1989. a law enforcement
parametric test.
intervention was added to the ongoing
In June through August 1988 ipre
educational intervention. Fourpolice dc
test), 20 youths ranging in age from 14
partment enforcement operations (ie,
to 16 years were recruited through local
‘sting&’j were conducted by three po
community agency contacts and escorted
lice departments. Upcoming police vis
to 169 stores in the four intervention
its to stores were announced in local
cities to purchase tobacco. The 14- to
newspapers. A total of 90 stores were
16-year-old age group was selecied be
visited by underage police cadets; 34%
cause this is generally when experirnen
of the stores sold tobacco products and
tation and adoption of smoking behavior
received citations Each enforcement ef
occurs. The stores comprised approxi
fort required about 8 hours of each po
mately half of all the retail outlets in
lice department’s time, half of which was
each city with the exception of Benicia
spent visiting the stores and the
where all tobacco retailers were sur
other half on paperwork. The results
eyed. The outlets in the other three
of this police activity were reported
cities were selected randomly from lists
in the local media, including the
JAMA, December 11, 1991
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names ot violators and stores.
In May1990, Mlowing police enforce
merit activities and continued education.
15 male arid female minors aged 14 to 16
years who had not participated previ
ously in the project visited 145 stores in
t’h four cities with the intent .o pus
chase tobacco (Osttet 2). Of (he orig
nat 169 outlets visited in June through
August 1988. 104 were revisited in May
1990 The S stores not visited in May
1990 cithar went out of business, dId not
sell tobuce- products, or could not be
tocatod by prcjeet staff members At
posttet 2, 41 of the 145 stores visited
hati not been visited previousty. Fo ex
amine the representatives f the 104
stores that were vsited at the pretest
and pcstt&i 2, tw’ analyse:r were con
duet.ed. The first, as analysis of pretest
data. compared stores with pretest dat a
only (n 65 to stores with pretest and
pnsttert 2 data t = 104). The second, an
analysis of posttest 2 data, compared
stores with poattest 2 data only in = 41)
to stores with pretest and posttest 2
data tn 104). Neither of these analyses
was significant suggesting that the 104
stores visited at the- pretest. and posttest 2 were represe:u.ative of the entire
sample of 210 different stores ,risited
ever the course of the intervention (169
at the pretest, 41 at posttest 2).
Because the California la was not
enforced prior to the intervention, we
wanted to document how judges inter
preted it. In the summer of 1990, staff
members followed half ofthe store clerks
cited for selling tobacco to minors
through the county court system and
interviewed each judge after court ses
sions to obtain explanations of their
decisions
RESULTS
Overall, 78% In = i&9i of stores sold
tobacco to minors at the pretest, 68%
n =831 sold tobacco at posttest i, and
31% Cu = 145 sold tobacco at poattest 2
Over-the counter sales dropped from
72% at the pretest fn 144, to 62%
fri = 6%) at posttest 1, and to 21% Cu = 122i
at posttest 2. Vending machine sales
were 84% at the pretest fri =25), 93% at
posttest I fri 14), and 83%. (ii = 23) at
poattest 2 Table I presents data from
the cohort sample of stores visited at
both the pretest and posttest 1, and Ta
ble 2 presents data fro’i the cohort of
stores visited at both the pretest and
pusttest 2.
Following the issuance of eit.ations,
16 of the 31 merchants who received
citations were followed through the ju
dicial system by Solano County Cancer
Prevention Program staff members to
track the disposition of the cases. in
seven cases, the judges suspended the
—
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Table 1

Cohort of Stores Visited at Pretest and Poshest 1 to De
.obacco to Mrno;s
—

,lwia I98
Variable

tlstote
er-the-c
telsates
ferir.g machines sales

Nooeres,
77 (77)
54(73)
13 (92)

moe P.rc.errt.e of Stores Seliin

% Ch. Prr.a’
Oac.mber WU
Poztl..t 1.
hioof$tore.(%
77 (65)

A’
tS

64(59)
(3 (92)

NS

to Peattest It

t6% ConfIdence
—12 (1-24)
--14)0-28)
21)
0 t21
-

NS indicates a siilficanca lava) >05-.
tPercen( in petest percent fr poshest S
595-cl coritidencs inter cat nee.r)ated for change usrog snmple With data at pretest and esatteat I
-

Table 2.— Cohort of Stores VisSed at Pr,tet and Poshest 2 to Determine Percentage of Stores Selling
Tobacco to Minors

% Change Prater

June1966
Ptest

May
PosItest 2

lcPoa*tast2*
SS Conflderw.r

-,rithla

No.ofStoreg(%j

acifSto.iç

Pt

Alistores
Dver-the-oo,jnter sa1es
sending machines sales

104 (751

104 (35)

.0O(’1

57 (71

57 (24)

‘(t)G1

(4 (93)

NS

14

(93)

—40 (--28-- 551,
47
31,—64
0 (20. 20)

‘The c.umbers for ovar1be-courder sales (87) arid veridinQ machine sales (14) ck, not add up to the number for
all stores (104) because three stores were droppeo trrm th. ax1aiys.e inc. tobacco was purchased difterent
betw,er tests (ag, one timo by o-.wrthe-c-yanter er on time by .‘eri’1in machine).
thiS indicates a significance level 05
Percent in pretest percent in poshest 2.
95-% confidence interval r.aicutated for change using sample with data at pretest arid poatt.st 2
-

sentences, placed those cited on infor
mal probation, and imposed $50 fines as
a condition of probation. One judge sus
pended the sentences of alt nine persons
issued citations and although they were
found guilty, the individuals were not
required to pay a fine.
Interviews were conducted with two
judges to learn why these decisions were
made, Three primary reasons were
given. First., the judges were reluctant.
to establish rimina1 records for citizens
with no prior criminal history. Since it
is a misdemeanor in California to sell
obacco to a minor, convicted violators
will have lifetime criminal records, Sec
ond, the judges believed that a $200 fine
placed an unfair burden on store em
ployees, many of whom worked for mm
imum wagE-. California law ctates that
the clerk who sold tobacco illegally,
rather than the manager or store owner,
is cited. Third, judges believed that vi
olations of the law on tobacco sales to
minors were far less serious than most
of the other cases they face daily. As a
result, judges treated violators leniently,
particularly first-time offenders, Unlike
the California law regulating sales of
alcohol to minors. judges interpreted
the tobacco sales law as providing them
with discretion in determining the pen
alties, if any, imposed.
COMMENT
This study illustrated that enforce
ment of laws regulating sales of tobacco
products to minors had a significant ef
fect on over-the-counter sales above and
beyond that obtained through commu
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nity and merchant education alone.
Given the small amount of time spent by
each police department to implement
the intervention, our findings suggest
that enforcement is a feasible way to
reduce tobacco sales to minors.
While education alone yielded a rel
atively small reduction in illegal sales of
tobacco products to minors, it did gar
ner broad community support and set
the stage for the more punitive action of
police department enforcement. Edu
cating merchant.s and the community at
large about the law demonstrated to the
coice departments that a serious effort
was made to obtain voluntary compli
ance with the law. When educational
efforts fell short of project goals, police
departments were willing to take ac
tion, Additionally, because police depart
ments are public servants and therefore
sensitive to community pressure, pre
senting evidence of the problem and sup
port from the local media and commu
nity leaders influenced their decisions
to enforce a law that is largely ignored
throughout the state and nation.
Since this project modeled its educa
tional intervention on the Santa Clara
County project;9 we expected to achieve
similar reductions in over-the-counter
sales due to education alone, in retro
spect, there were two major differences
in program implementation that may ac
count for our educational intervention
not reducing tobacco sales significantly.
The first difference is the type of com
munity. The four intervention cities in
Solano County are small and suburban.
whereas the cities in the Santa Clara
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County study, one of which was San
J05€, the 11th largest city in the United
States, were primarily urban. Second,
while we used local print and radio me
dia extensively, we were generally un
able to capture the attention ofthe larger
San Francisco Bay area television me
dia market. as was accomplished in the
Santa Clara stuey. We dtd, however, get
some television co’’erage when police tie.
partments. started issuing citations
‘There are several disappointing out
omes ot the int-erention to date. First.
ending machine sales were unaffected.
This provides support for the elimina
tion of all tobacco ndiag machines, an
action called for ty Department of
Health and Human Services Secretary
Louis Sullivan and several prohealth
groiips Conununity experiences wdh
partial t’endiiig machine bans (eg. vol
untary surveillance of machines by re
tailers, the use of le.cldng devices or to
kens, or thniting naehmes to adult loca
tions) in limiting vencth g machine sales of
tobacco to minors are not encouraging.
The second outcome was the judges’
dismissals of charges and reductions of
fines when store clerks who received
citations appeared in court. This was
particularly disappointing in light of the
broad community support and police
commitment to enforcement. Continued
lack of punishment would eventuatty act
as a deterrent to police involvement and
would weaken the effectiveness of po
lice enforcement efforts in the commu
nity. Additionally. merchants would
again flaunt the law knowing that citations would not he upheld in court. Fol
lowing this study, however, when new
itaticns were processed through the
same courts, the judges were far less
lenient than they were when first con-fronted with this type of ease. This sug
gests that the court system can be stim
ulated to espon when repetitive vio
lations occur.
Third, although it is clear that mne’
chant behavior can be affected signifi’
antiy by active enforcement of the law
by police departments, multiple prob
lems with access laws exisL Given that
the doekets of criminal courts are gem
eralty overloaded, these courts are in
appropriate vehicles for the disposition
of access violations, Also, judges’ reluc
tance to establish criminal records for
citizens with no prior convictions must
be recognized. Both of these problems
lend support for access laws to be con
sidered as civil rather than criminal of
fenses and processed administratively
rather than through the criminal justice
system.
Fourth, the responsibility for enforce
ment has implications for the success of
access laws. To increase enforcement,
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authority should rest with both law enforcement agencies and with local or
state government agencies such as pub.
lie health departments. Secretary $u[
1ivan and other tobacco control activists
propose the establishment of a licensing
system that would fund enforcement and
ompliance wit-). laws to selling to
bacco products
Fifth, there is the issue of who should
be culpable and for what. Some have
argued that the cwnsi or manager of a
store selling tobacco products should be
flned for not setting and enforcing poi•
ides. The establishment of a licensing
system would address this issue because
stores would be punished for violations.
inc-lading the loss of their license to sell
any tobacco. Others have suggested that
minors should be held accountable by
ria)dng possession and use of tobacco
llegal. The effects of these different op—
tions need further evaluation.
The interpretation of the findings of

this study should lie considered in light
of several potential design limitations,
First,, the design did not allow a teat of
the Independent effects ofeducation and
enforcement. Thus, it is unclear whether
enkreecnent alone would have achieved
the same outcomes. Second, a truer cross
section of merchants would have been
obtained if sainpling occurred on sev
rral different days and times. Third, the
absence of data from some stores at the
three data collection points may limit
the conclusions derived, although sta
tistical analysis of potential difference
was not significant.
The results of this study illustrate the
complexity of the problem regarding ac
cess to tobacco products by underage
youth. An ver the-counter sales rate
nf 21% still prcides minors with access
to tobacco, although it is possible that
this level of sales may serve as an ef
fective impediment to minors who are
not- yet addicta.d or who are contemplat.

lug use of tobacco or are already in th€
early stages ofuse. Unfortunately, there
are virtually no data on the relationship
between reductions in tobacco access.
and youth smoking prevalence. In the
case of alcohol, however, there is a mod
erate amount of literature on the effects
of raising the minimum sage of pLtrchase
alcohol avatiability, and prontht.tort of
-onsumptnn.
Although this study
demonstrated that active enforcement
of sales-to-minors laws is an effective
and viable way to reduce sales of to
bacco products to minors, the most fun
da!nental question has yet to be an
swered what effect does decreased ac
cess by underage youth have on their
use of tobacco?
—
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care and outcomes, increase efficiency and effec
tiveness, and inform mental health and health care
policy.

A sustained effort is required to address the
complex factors that cause and prolong homelessness among people with severe mental illnesses.
Therefore, we have recommended, and the Intera
gency Council on the Homeless has agreed, that the

Council will develop, within 60 days from the
issuance of this report, a plan for monitoring and
tracking the completion of each of the Federal
action steps outlined in the report and for identify
ing new opnortunities to assist States and localities
in meeting the needs of their homeless mentally ill
citizens.
Additionally, a committee of the Council, work
ing closely with NIMH and other agencies, will be
constituted to provide integrated federal leadership
and oversight to address the needs of homeless
severely mentally ill people on an ongoing basis.

Impact ot a Local Ordinance
Banning Tobacco Sales to Minors

there is often little enforcement of these laws, and
minors can usually purchase tobacco easily.

Continuing Oversight Role of the Interagency
Council

M. WARD HINDS, MD, MPH
Dr. Hinds is the Health Officer for Snohomish Health District
in Everett, WA.
Tearsheet requests to M. Ward Hinds, MD, Snohomish
Health District 3020 Rucker Ave., Suite 300, Everett, WA
9820t; telephone 206—339-5210.

Synopsis
Most addictions to tobacco begin when a person
is younger than age 18. Although the sale of
tobacco to minors is illegal in most jurisdictions,

The age at which the use of tobacco begins is a
critical variable in targeting prevention efforts.
Unfortunately, tobacco use often begins during
early adolescence and appears to be occurring at
younger ages among more recent birth cohorts,
especially among girls (1).
Although 43 States and the District of Columbia
have laws prohibiting the purchase of tobacco by
minors (2), it has been documented that such laws
often have little or no effect and that purchase of
tobacco by minors occurs often (3,4). In a recent
survey by the Inspector General of the U.S. De
partment of Health and Human Services, twothirds of State health department officials indicated
th4t there is virtually no enforcement of their State
law. What enforcement exists is typically of local
ordinances (5). Everett, WA, is one city that has
implemented a local ordinance designed to reduce
access to tobacco by adolescents under age )8.

The impact of a local ordinance designed to
prevent tobacco sales to minors was assessed by
surveys of 10th grade students before and after the
implementation of the ordinance.
Tobacco use declined from 25.3 percent to 19.7
percent overall, with a signfrant if = 0.004) de
cline from 26.4 percent to 11.5 percent among
girls. There was also a significant (P =0.008) in
crease from 29.3 percent to 61.5 percent in the
proportion of students reporting they were asked
for proof of age when they attempted to purchase
tobacco. Local ordinances may be an effective too!
for reducing tobacco use by adolescents.

Surveys of 10th grade students in a local high
school suggest that the ordinance may be having a
positive effect.

Methods
In November 1988, the Snohomish Health Dis
trict Board recommended to all cities within the
district that a model ordinance be adopted with the
objective of reducing access of minors to tobacco.
The city of Everett (population 66,740) adopted the
ordinance in the spring of 1989, with an implemen
tation date of January 1, 1990. The delay in
implementation provided an opportunity for a
survey to be conducted in the local high school.
In October 1989, and again in October 1990, a
one-page questionnaire was distributed to 10th
grade students at the high school. This grade level
was used because anecdotal information suggested
Uay—June 1012, Vol. 107, No. 3
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I able 1. Tenth grade students reporting regular tobacco use,
Everett. WA, 1989 and 1990
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Tabts 2. crscs of tobacco products reported by tenth grade
students, Everett, WA. 1989. 1990
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Table 3. Tenth grade students asked to, proof of age when
they attempted to buy tobacco products at stores, Everett,
WA, (989 and 1990
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that a substantial proportion of students in 10th
grade use tobacco. most are younger than age 18,
and most have not yet dropped out of school.
Response to the questionnaire was anonymous, and
no individual student’s answers could be identified.
One set of questions was asked of all students.
Separate questions were added only for those who
identified themselves as regular (once a week or
more) users of any tobacco product. The question
naire was completed voluntarily by all students
present on the day it was distributed.
Data from the questionnaire were analyzed by a
microcomputer program (A) using contingency ta
ble analyses. Chi-square values with continuity
correction were used to assess the probability
(two-tailed) of chance occurrence of differences in
358
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proportions. There were no special State or schoolbased anti-tobacco campaigns, increased tobacco
taxes, or other recognizable occurrences that rzigh
have affected this high school population during
the period of the study
The Everett ordinance avai1ab1e
equast
from the author) contains several provisions.
a requirement that a sign indicating that sale of
tobacco to persons younger than age 18 is illegal he
posted at all points of retail sales,
• tobacco ‘vending machines can be located on1y in
areas where they are not accessible to minors,
* proof of age is required of any person attemp
t
ing to purchase tobacco if he or she is not clearly
older than age 18,
• a local license is required for all vending machines as well as any over-the-counter sales of
tobacco products, and
• violations will result in suspension and revoca
tion of the license, civil penalties, or both.
During the spring of 1990, all retail sales sites in
Everett were identified and notified of the ordi
nance. Licenses and signs for posting were issued
through the Everett Department of Licensing. Ac
Live enforcement began in July 1990, with one
person having responsibility for enforcement of the
ordinance. Snohomish Health District food estab
lishment inspectors reported any infractions to the
Everett Department of Licensing.
Results
There were 221 usable responses to the 1989
survey, representing 70.6 percent of the enrolled
10th grade population in the high school and 279
responses in 1990, representing 82.3 percent. In
1989. 2.9 percent of the responses were not used,
tither because the student was age 18 or older or
the answers given were obviously fraudulent. Nonusable answers amounted to 2.2 percent in 1990,
The lower response rate in 1929 was due to one
class of students being away on a field trip on the
day the questionnaire was distributed.
In 1989, 2.7 percent of 1990 responders were age
14, 61.2 percent were age 15, 30.1 percent were age
16, and 5.9 percent were age 17. In 1990, 0.7
percent were 14, 72.4 percent were 15, 23.7 percent
were 16, and 3.2 percent were 17. for most
analyses, students were grouped as ages 14-15 and
16-17.
Table 1 shows the proportions reporting regular
tobacco use for 1989 and 1990 by age and sex

groups. While there was an overall reduction in
use, this change was not statistically significant.
The reduction in use among students ages 14-15
years, however, was of borderline significance and
among girls, was significant.
There was no clear change in the types of
tobacco used most often between 1989 and 1990.
with cigarettes being most common. In 1989, ciga
rettes were used by 77.8 percent, followed by
chewing tobacco (14.8 percent), and snuff (7.4
percent). In 1990, it was cigarettes 75.9 percent,
chewing tobacco 18.5 percent, and snuff 5.6 per
cent. Only one female respondent reported using a
tobacco product other than cigarettes.
Table 2 indicates the various sources of tobacco
identified by tobacco users in each year. In general.
there was a tendency in 1990 toward less use of
stores and more use of vending machines, friends,
and theft as sources of tobacco. Among these
sources, the only significant change between 1989
and 1990 was that of use of friends as a source.
In both years, a great majority of students
indicated that they believe a person can become
addicted to tobacco (93.6 percent in 1989 and 96.0
percent in 1990). There was, however, a substantial
change in the proportion of students who agreed
that it should be illegal to sell tobacco to persons
younger than age 18. In 1989, 60.3 percent of
14—15-year-olds and 41.3 percent of l6—17-year-olds
so agreed. In 1990, that increased to 66.5 percent
of the 14—15 group and 52.8 percent of the
16—17-year-olds. For all ages, agreement that sale
of tobacco to minors should be illegal increased
between 1989 and 1990 from 53.6 percent to 62.8
percent (P= 0.05).
Among all tobacco users, there was an increase
between 1989 and 1990 in the proportion that
indicated that they had been asked for proof of age
when attempting to purchase tobacco. When this
analysis was restricted to users who indicated that
they purchased tobacco from a store (table 3), the
increase between 1989 and 1990 in requests for
proof of age was significant. As would be ex
pected, younger students were more often asked for
proof of age than older students.
Discussion
Aggressive community education efforts to re
duce sales of tobacco to minors can be partially
successful, even in the absence of implementation
and enforcement of a local ordinance (3). Educa
tion is, of course, an important component of the
implementation of a new local ordinance, and such

education, particularly of tobacco retailers, may
play as large a role as the threat of civil penalties
or suspension or revocation of a license in produc
ing the desired reduction of sales to minors.
Our evidence, however, suggests that a local
ordinance with enforceable provisions may have an
important impact on the purchase and use of
tobacco by adolescents. The findings also suggest
that furthe? measures may be of use, including
placement of all tobacco products behind counters
to prevent theft, banning of tobacco vending ma
chines, and raising the legal age for purchase to age
19. The last measure might assist in reducing the
availability of tobacco from high school friends,
since a legal age of 19 would mean that very few
high school students could purchase it legally.
This study further suggests that younger students
in particular and all girls in general may be
affected more strongly by knowledge that sale of
tobacco to minors is illegal and that enforcement
of the law is likely. We found no evidence that
boys overall or students ages 16—17 reduced their
tobacco usage, although the attitudes of these
groups regarding tobacco sales to minors did ap
pear to change, and they were asked more often
for their age when attempting purchase. Perhaps it
is not surprising that adolescent boys and older
adolescents may be less influenced by concerns
about illegal activities than are girls and younger
teens. Additional provisions, such as those sug
gested previously, may be necessary to achieve a
significant impact on tobacco use by boys and
older adolescents.
National surveys indicate that there is strong
public support for regulation of minors’ access to
tobacco products (6). Sustained efforts, such as an
ordinance, may be necessary to maintain long-term
reductions in sales to minors (7).
The achievement of a smoke-free society in the
year 2000 will take efforts at all levels of society,
not the least important of which is the local
community level. An ordinance, such as the one
enacted and implemented by the city of Everett,
can assist a community in establishing an environ
ment in which it is clear that tobacco use is not
desirable, particularly for adolescents. It could also
reinforce the educational messages that children
receive in schools regarding tobacco and other drug
use.
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Introduction

Methods

All states have laws prohibiting the
sale of tobacco products to young people.’
Despite such laws, it is generally easy for
minors to purchase cigarettes. Previous
research has shown that merely educating
retailers about the law has little longterm impact on reducing tobacco sales to
minors.2 Yet enforcement efforts are not
widespread because communities typically
have limited hinds, time, manpower, and
commitment for such activities.57
In New York State, it is illegal to sell
tobacco to persons younger than 18 years,
and stores are required to ask customers
who appear to be younger than 25 years for
proof of age. Penalties range from a $100
fine to a 1-year license suspension. Enforce
ment of the law is the responsibility of
county health departments, yet no funds are
earmarked for compliance checks. Most
county health departments in the state have
therefore chosen not to mount aggressive
programs to enforce the law.
This situation offered an opportunity to
evaluate the cost and effectiveness of an
active enforcement program to increase
retailers’ compliance with the law prohibit
ing tobacco sales to minors. Although com
pliance checks of retail outlets are generally
considered a crucial element of programs to
prevent tobacco sales to minors, few studies
of such programs have been done.’° More
over, it is not clear how often stores in a
community must be checked to achieve an
acceptable level of compliance.
This paper reports the results of an
experimental study of an active enforcement
program conducted in Erie County, New
York. The study was designed to address 2
questions: What is the effect of an active
enforcement program on getting retailers to
request proof of age from underage customers
who attempt to purchase tobacco? What effect
does vaiying the frequency of enforcement
checks of stores have on retailers’ checking
customers for age identification?

Study Design and Setting
The study involved monitoring tobacco
sales to minors in all tobacco-selling retail
outlets in 6 pairs of communities in Erie
County, New York, between September 1994
and November 1995. Communities were
matched on the basis of the socioeconomic
characteristics of the population and num
ber of tobacco-selling retail outlets. Two of
the pairs, Amherst—Lancaster/Depew and
Orchard Park—Clarence, represent typical
middle-class and upper-middle-class
suburban towns; 2 other pairs, Cheek
towaga—Kenmore/Tonawanda and West
Seneca—Hamburg, include large blue-collar
populations; and the last 2 pairs, Eden—East
Aurora and Springville—Elma, are small
rural communities. One community in each
pair was randomly assigned to an active
enforcement program that involved enforce
ment checks by local police authorities;
checks were not conducted in stores located
in nonenforcement communities. Many of
the 12 communities bordered each other.
However, each community has well-defined
geographic boundaries and its own police
services; therefore, there was no overlap in
enforcement activities between communities
assigned to the enforcement and nonenforce
ment conditions.
Any store caught selling tobacco to a
minor during an enforcement check was
reported to the health department and fined.
To evaluate the effect of varying the num
ber of enforcement checks on compliance
with the law, stores in enforcement commu
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nities were randomly assigned to receive I,
2, or 3 enforcement checks over an 8-month
period from March through October 1995.
Pre- and postintervention checks were con
ducted to measure the effect of the enforce
ment program on tobacco sales to minors.
In the summer of 1994, telephone
books and various business lists were used
to compile a list of tobacco-selling retail
outlets for each study community. Stores
that were no longer in business were identi
fied during an initial round of compliance
checks in fall 1994 and were struck from the
list. We excluded bars and private work sites
from our study on the assumption that
minors generally do not attempt to purchase
cigarettes at these sites.” We also excluded
locations that sold cigarettes exclusively
from vending machines, because there were
so few. We thus restricted our analysis to
retail outlets that sold tobacco products over
the counter.

Pre- and Postintervention Compliance
Checks
A baseline measure of retailer compli
ance with the law prohibiting tobacco sales
to minors was obtained for stores in both
enforcement communities and nonenforce
ment communities during fall 1994, before
the first round of enforcement checks. A
follow-up assessment was conducted in fall
1995, after the final round of enforcement
checks had been conducted.
The first round of compliance checks
included a total of 336 stores in the 12 study
communities. During the follow-up assess
ment, checks were completed in 319 (95%)
of these stores. Of the 17 stores for which a
second round was not done, 11 had gone out
of business, 5 had changed owners, and 1
had stopped selling tobacco products. The
number of stores for which follow-up was
not possible was similar for the enforcement
and nonenforcement communities. The
analyses presented here are based on the 319
stores that underwent both pre- and postin
tervention compliance checks. There were
171 outlets in the active enforcement group
and 148 in the nonenforcement group.
The compliance checks followed a stan
dardized protocol. A group of 23 adolescents
aged 15 to 17 years conducted the checks
under the direction of research staff at
Roswell Park Cancer Institute. Some minors
who were involved in the compliance checks
also conducted enforcement checks. The
minors who participated were first trained at
a seminar where the procedures for conduct
ing compliance checks were explained. Their
parents were sent a letter outlining the pur
pose of the study, and they were required to

sign a consent form giving their child per
mission to participate in the project.
Most checks were done on the weekend
or during the week after school hours. The
minors were instructed to wear their usual
dress and not to carry age identification.
Adult volunteers or research staff drove the
minors to preassigned stores. Upon entering a
retail outlet, if there was a self-service dis
play, the minor took a pack of cigarettes from
the display and put it on the counter. If there
was not a display, the minor asked the clerk
for a pack of Marlboro, Camel, or Newport
brand cigarettes. If the clerk asked the
minor’s age, he or she responded truthfully. If
the clerk asked to see age identification, the
minor replied that he or she had none. If the
clerk rang up the sale without asking for age
or age identification, the minor told the clerk
that he or she did not have the money to pay
for the cigarettes and left the store. The
minors did not purchase cigarettes during the
compliance checks because a previous study
had shown that the method of measuring
retailer compliance outlined here yields
almost identical results.’2
following an attempted purchase, the
minor returned to the car and reported the
clerk’s sex and approximate age and whether
the clerk had requested age or age identifica
tion. The adult driver then entered the store
to observe and record information about the
type of tobacco displays and any signage
about the law present in the store.
In the first round of compliance checks,
stores were checked 1 time. In the second
round, an effort was made to check each store
3 times, using a different teenager for each
check. In an attempt to reduce any bias in
compliance rates resulting from the varying
characteristics of the minors used to conduct
checks, the same 3 minors were used to con
duct all compliance checks in paired enforce
ment and nonenforcement communities.
Ninety-eight percent of the stores were
checked 3 times, and 2% were checked
twice. A total of 1241 compliance checks
were conducted and used in this analysis.
Intervention
In the 6 enforcement communities,
police agencies hired minors 14 to 16 years
of age to perform enforcement checks; the
researchers reimbursed the agencies for the
costs associated with conducting enforce
ment checks. The minors visited stores and
attempted to purchase cigarettes. Stores that
sold tobacco to an underage operative were
immediately informed in person by a police
officer that they had violated the law and that
the county health department would impose
a fine. Store owners had the option of paying

the fine or requesting a hearing. Stores that
refused to sell cigarettes to a minor were sent
a congratulatory letter informing them that
they had passed the inspection.
Police authorities conducted a first
round of enforcement checks in March and
April 1995; all stores in the 6 enforcement
communities were checked during this
round. A second round of checks was con
ducted in July and August 1995. During this
round, and during a final round in October
and November 1995, police were asked to
check stores either 2 times or 3 times, ac
cording to a predetermined random assign
ment. However, police in 3 of the 6 enforce
ment communities did not adhere to the
schedule. In I community, police checked
about half the stores more often than
assigned; in the 2 other communities, they
checked the stores less often than assigned.
The number of enforcement checks per
formed breaks down as follows: 51 stores
were checked 1 time, 46 were checked 2
times, 54 were checked 3 times, and 20 were
checked 4 times, for a total of 385 checks.
forty-four stores were fined for violating the
law; I store was fined twice. Four of the 44
stores requested a hearing by the county
health department to challenge the fine.
None of these challenges were successful.
Overall, the fines yielded $4600 in revenue
for the county. Expenses incurred to conduct
the enforcement program totaled $23 000:
$15 750 for contracts with local police
authorities to conduct compliance checks,
$2175 for the county to mail information to
merchants about the law, and $5075 for
administrative costs for the county health
department. If the fine revenue is subtracted
from the cost of the program, the average net
cost of the enforcement was $48 per enforce
ment check.
To ensure uniform knowledge of the
law among merchants in enforcement com
munities and those in nonenforcement com
munities, the county health department sent
a warning letter to all stores in Erie County
licensed to sell tobacco in December 1994.
The letter reminded store owners about the
law and warned that random enforcement
checks were planned. The enforcement pro
gram, called Operation Protect Kids, was
also announced at a press conference the
health department held in Januaiy 1995. The
program was presented as a countywide
effort, even though enforcement efforts were
planned only for the 6 active enforcement
communities. In addition to these efforts by
the health department, police departments
often issued press releases about the pro
gram before enforcement checks, as well as
releases identifring stores that had been
caught violating the law.
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Survey ofRetailers
In Februaiy and March 1996, a tele
phone survey of retailers was conducted to
determine retailer awareness of and response
to the enforcement program. In these 5minute calls, merchants were asked whether
they were aware of police sting operations to
crack down on the illegal sale of tobacco
products to minors, and whether they
believed that stores in the county had
become more vigilant in the past year in ask
ing customers purchasing tobacco products
for age identification.
Surveys were attempted only for stores
whose telephone numbers were listed in the
telephone book. Of the 319 stores in the
study, telephone numbers were identified for
193 (61%). The remaining stores were not
listed. Telephone surveys were completed for
174 stores (90%); the other 19 refused to par
ticipate. The participation rate for stores in
the enforcement communities (87%) did not
differ significantly from the rate for stores in
the nonenforcement communities (95%).
Analysis
We used 2 analytic approaches to eval
uate the effect of the active enforcement
program on retailer compliance with the
minors’ access law, first, we performed a
permutation test contrasting the change in
the pre- and postintervention compliance
rates for the enforcement and nonenforce
ment communities. Second, to adjust for
uncontrolled factors that might influence a
store’s compliance with the law and to take
into account the clustered repeated measures
design, we performed a logistic regression
analysis with the statistical software package
SUDAAN.’3 The SUDAAN software com
putes standard errors that take into account
the multiple sources of correlation between
measures obtained from the same stores
over time and between stores within the
same community. Standard errors computed
with SUDAAN will be inflated relative to
standard errors that assume independence
among observations; hence, this approach
provides a more conservative test of the sta
tistical significance of the enforcement pro
gram and other independent variables on
retailer compliance. The regression analysis
used the following variables to model a
store’s compliance with the law: study con
dition (active enforcement or no enforce
ment); year of the compliance check (1994
or 1995); type of retail outlet (supermarket,
small food/convenience store, gas station!
convenience store, or pharmacy); signage
about the law (i.e., state-mandated sign dis
played or not); sex, age, and race of the

minor; and sex and approximate age of the
store clerk.
We also used SUDAAN’s logistic re
gression procedure to test the effects of vary
ing the number of enforcement checks on
compliance rates for the stores in the 6
enforcement communities. We divided the
stores in the enforcement communities into 3
groups: stores that were checked once, stores
that were checked twice, and stores that were
checked 3 or more times.
In analyzing retailers’ responses to ques
tions in the telephone survey, we examined
the stores in the enforcement communities
separately from the stores in the nonenforce
ment communities. We used the chi-square
statistic to test for differences in responses by
the 2 groups of owners/managers.

Results
The baseline compliance rate for the 6
enforcement communities was 36%; this
rate is comparable to the baseline rate of
35% for the nonenforcement communities.
The follow-up compliance rates for the 2
groups of communities were 74% and 72%,
respectively; measured either by the permu
tation test (P = .97) or by logistic regression
analysis (odds ratio [OR] = 1.2; 95% confi
dence interval [CI] 0.5, 2.6), the differ
ence in the 2 rates was not significant. Com
pliance rates at follow-up were nearly
identical for the 44 stores that had been
fined for selling tobacco to a minor (70%)
and the 275 that had not been fined (73%).
As shown in Table 1, the logistic regres
sion analysis revealed no significant differ
ence between the enforcement and nonen
forcement communities. Overall, minors were
5.8 times more likely (95% CI = 3.2, 10.5) to
be asked for age identification during the fol
low-up compliance checks than during the
baseline checks. Clerks were less likely to ask
older minors than younger minors about their
age, and younger clerks were somewhat less
likely than older clerks to ask minors for proof
of age.
The logistic regression analysis re
vealed that clerks in stotes that were
checked twice asked the minor for age iden
tification 1.8 times more often than did
clerks in stores that were checked only once
(95% CI = 1.0, 3.3). Clerks in stores that
were checked 3 or more times asked the
minor for age identification 2.1 times more
often than did clerks in stores that were
checked only once (95% CI = 1.1, 4.0).
Reported awareness of the sting opera
tion by law enforcement agencies was
nearly universal for store owners/managers
in both enforcement and nonenforcement

communities (i.e., both > 90%). Respon
dents in both groups agreed overwhelm
ingly that stores in Erie County had become
more vigilant in asking customers for proof
of age when selling tobacco products. The
reasons the owners/managers mentioned
most frequently were fear of being fined or
losing their license, public pressure, and
concern that smoking poses a health risk.
Again, the 2 groups’ responses did not dif
fer significantly.

Discussion
The data show a dramatic increase in
compliance with the law by stores in both
the enforcement and the nonenforcement
communities. However, the compliance rate
for stores in enforcement communities fol
lowing the enforcement program did not dif
fer significantly from that for communities
in which no enforcement checks had been
conducted. In enforcement communities, the
frequency of compliance checks performed
was associated with increased compliance
with the law. However, this effect was small
in comparison with the overall change in
compliance rates observed for all stores
between baseline and follow-up.
In its failure to show a benefit for
active enforcement at retail outlets, this
study contrasts with most earlier stud
ies.7”4”5 Contamination from publicity
about the enforcement program and the
resulting widespread awareness among
retail store owners/managers in the study
communities may be the reason. The survey
of retail outlets revealed that awareness of
the sting operation was nearly universal for
stores in both enforcement and nonenforce
ment communities. As mentioned earlier,
before the enforcement checks were begun,
the health department sent all stores in the
county a letter about the law, warning that
random checks would be performed. The
enforcement program also received wide
spread publicity in the local print and broad
cast media. Many of the store owners/man
agers in both groups of communities
belonged to the same business and trade
associations, and some worked for the same
company, which may have contributed to
the high level of awareness about the
enforcement program throughout the
county.
The enforcement program also coin
cided with publicity about the food and Drug
Administration’s (FDA’s) proposed regula
tions to curb adolescent smoking and prevent
illegal tobacco sales to minors.’6 President
Clinton’s August 1995 announcement and
the resulting media attention may have
t,,,, 1002
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TABLE 7—Percentage of Minors Asked for Age or Age identification, by Each
independent Variable, and Results of Multiple Logistic Regression
Modeling Retailers’ Compliance with the Law: Erie County, New
York, Fali 1994 to Fail 1995
Logistic Regression Results
95% Confidence Interval

% Asked for Age

Odds Ratio

62.7

1.0
1.2

Referent
0.5, 2.6

76.2

1.0
1.0

Referent
0.3, 3.4

15
16

83.4
63.4

1.0
0.6

Referent
0.1,2.5

17

57.9

0.3

0.1, 1.2

70.9
45.4
63.0

1.0
0.9
1.5

Referent
0.2, 4.2
0.4, 5.9

Referent

Study condition
Nonenforcement
Enforcement
Sex of minor
Male
Female

64.8
55.9

Age of minor, y

Race of minor
White
Black
Hispanic

Type of store
Supermarket

62.2

1.0

Small food/convenience

65.6

1.2

0.7, 2.0

Gas/convenience
Pharmacy

60.0
70.9

0.9

0.6, 1.5

1.5

0.7, 3.1

55.4
65.5

1.0
1.3

Referent
0.9, 1.7

State sign posted
No
Yes
Year of check
1994
1995
Age of clerk, y
20

35.1

1.0

Referent

73.1

5.8

3.2, 10.5

58.6

1.0

Referent

21—35

64.1

1.9

1.5, 2.5

36

68.4

1.9

1.2, 2.9

Sex of clerk
Male
Female

61.8
65.2

1.0
1.2

Referent
0.9, 1.7

Note. A total of 1241 compliance checks were used in the analysis.

prompted store owners/managers to take
steps to curb illegal tobacco sales to minors.
Actions by the tobacco industry may
also have influenced compliance with the
law. At about the same time that the FDA

announced its proposed regulations, the
tobacco industry, working in collaboration
with retailer trade associations, sent retailers
information about tobacco sales to minors.
Seventy-seven percent of store owners/man
agers in the active enforcement communities
and 87% in the nonenforcement communi
ties reported receiving such information in
the past year.
Although contamination of our control
communities may have negated our ability to
judge the effectiveness of an active enforce
ment program on retailer compliance, it is our
impression that active compliance checking
of retail outlets does conthbute to improved
compliance by strengthening the perception
of store owners/managers that the threat of
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enforcement and the consequences of violat
ing the law are real and imminent. Previous
research has shown that without enforcement,
simply educating retailers about the law has
little long-term impact on reducing tobacco
sales to minors,2 but that when merchant
education is combined with actual enforce
ment of the law, sales to minors can be dra
matically reduced.7”4’5 However, it cannot be
determined from this study whether compli
ance checking or the publicity surrounding
the enforcement initiative had the greater
effect on changing retailers’ practices with
regard to tobacco sales to minors on a corn
munitywide basis. LI
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Laying Down the Law: Reducing Illegal
Tobacco Sales to Minors in Central
Harlem
ABSTRACT
This study com
pared tlt impact of educational and
cnlI’cient interventions on retail—
sale of tobacco to minors in (en
trail lurlem. New York.
.1Icuhoci. In a randotni,ed trial
with repeated measures, 152 storeq
were rtndorulv divided into control,
cdt,eat,o,t, and enforcement omups.
Results, Overall tobacco sales to
12— and I 3—ycsr—ukl minors at base
line fO’ ) were anion the highest in
the nation. At 6—month and 1 —year
follow—ups. (leereases in rates of
tobacco saic o minors were ntodc-’t
among education stores and substan
tin I iunuu,iu en lurccntenl stur5,
(‘IuhLsunns, lfketive rcduetto
of tohauco sales to minors ina
require ongonig enforcement mea
sures, including hoes for retailers who
violate slatC and local laws (Am J
Puhik Ikaith. I 99&fX:936 9tO

Donald H. Gemson, MD, MPH, Harmon L. Moats, Beverly X. Watkins, MA,
Michael Lee Ganz, MPhit, MS, Stevie Robinson, and Edward Healton, MD
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Tobacco is the nation’s leading cause
of preventable death and disability and is
responsible for more than 400 000 deaths
each year.’ Tobacco use has been termed a
“pediatric disease” by the food and Drug
Administration commissioner,2 because
approximately 90% of all initiation of
tobacco use occurs among persons 18 years
of age or younger.3 Initiation of smoking at
younger ages is associated with a longer
duration of smoking and an increased like
ithood of nicotine dependence.4 A goal of
Healthy People 2000 is to reduce roughly
by half the use of tobacco products by chil
dren and adolescents by the year 2000.
Recent data, however, indicate that tobacco
use has been increasing among the young.6
Reducing tobacco use among youth has
become a major national priority.7
One approach to prevention and con
trol of tobacco use in youth is to restrict
sales of tobacco products to minors. All 50
states have laws prohibiting sale of tobacco
products to minors (usually defined as those
less than 18 years of age),6 and the food
and Drug Administration has proposed that
18 years be established as the federal mini
mum age of purchase of tobacco products.8
Numerous studies have indicated that
adolescents have little difficulty purchasing
tobacco productsY’28 A 1994 surgeon gen
eral’s report, Preventing Tobacco Use
among Young People,3 cited 13 published
studies that examined over-the-counter sale
of cigarettes to minors from 1989 to
l993.i28 The baseline sales rates ranged
from 32%24 to 87% 26.27
Little is known about the relative effi
cacy of educational vs enforcement inter
ventions to enhance the compliance of mer
chants with laws prohibiting tobacco sales

to minors. The purpose of this randomized
trial was to compare the impact of an edu
cational visit to tobacco retailers with that
of an enforcement strategy in which retail
ers found to have sold tobacco to a minor
were fined in accordance with the law.

Methods
A section of central Harlem (New York
City) with boundaries from 110th St to
158th St and fifth Ave to Momingside Ave
was selected as the target for this study.
Central Harlem is a predominantly AfricanAmerican community with relatively high
rates of poverty, morbidity, and mortality.29
Within this region, 181 stores possessed
licenses to sell tobacco. These stores were
randomly assigned to 1 of 3 intervention
categories: control, education, or enforce
ment. Twenty-nine stores that closed or that
discontinued cigarette sales during the study
period were excluded from the analysis. The
152 eligible stores were categorized as
bodegas (convenience stores) (78%), super
markets (12%), delicatessens (5%), and
smokeshops (5%). There were no statisti
cally significant differences between bodega
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A systematic review of interventions for preventing
tobacco sales to minors
Lindsay F Stead, Tim Lancaster

Abstract
Objective—To assess the effectiveness of
interventions to reduce underage access
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to tobacco by deterring shopkeepers from
making illegal sales.
Method—Systematic literature review.
Data sources—The Cochrane Tobacco
Addiction group specialised register and
Medlinc. Studies of interventions to alter
retailer behaviour were identified. The
terms used for searching combined terms
for smoking and tobacco use with terms
for minors, children or young people, and
retailers, sales or commerce.
Study selection—Studies in which there
was an intervention with retailers of
tobacco, either through education about,
or enforcement of, local ordinances. The
outcomes were changes in retailer
compliance with legislation (assessed by
test purchasing), changes in young
people’s perceived ease of access to
tobacco products, and changes in smoking
behaviour. Controlled studies with or
without random allocation of retail outlets
or communities, and uncontrolled studies
with pre- and post intervention assess
ment, were included.
Data extraction—Two reviewers assessed
studies for inclusf on. One extracted data
with checking by the second.
Data synthesis—The results were synthe
sised qualitatively, with greater weight
given to controlled studies. Thirteen of 27
included studies used controls.
Results—Giving retailers informatioi; was
less effective in reducing illegal sales than
active enforcement andlor multicompo—
nent educational strategies. No strategy
achieved complete, sustained compliance.
In three controlled trials, there was little
effect of intervention on youth perceptions
of access or prevalence of smoking.
Conclusions—Interventions with retailers
can lead to large decreases in the number
of outlets selling tobacco to youths.
However, few of the communities studied
in this review achieved sustained levels of
high compliance. This may explain why
there is limited evidence for an effect of
intervention on youth perception of ease
of access to tobacco, and on smoking
behaviour.
(Tht’acco Control 2000;9:J 09—1 76)
Keywords: smoking preveni ion; sales to minors; young
people; systematic review

Controlling access is an established strategy for
reducing consumption of substances harmful
to health, in particular tobacco, alcohol, and
illicit drugs. Of adolescents who tr smoking
snore than a third become daily smokers in
secondary school.’ Successful restriction of
young people’s access to tobacco products
could help prevent them from developing this
addiction.
Accordingly, many countries
prohibit tobacco sales to minors.
Although young people perceive difficulties
in obtaining cigarettes as a deterrent to tobacco
use,2 poor compliance with access laws is well
documented.3 In most surveys, underage
young people report little difficulty when
illegally purchasing cigarettcs. In the USA a
1998 survey found that 90% of 10th grade stu
dents (ages 1516 years) would find it “fairly
easy” or “very easy” to get cigarettes.9 In a
1997 survey, 30% of high school smokers
reported cigarette purchase in the previous
month, of whom less than a third had been
asked for proof of age.’’ In England a 1996
survey suggested that 25% of all secondary
school children had tried to buy cigarettes in a
shop in the last year. Only 38% had been
refused at least once.”
Furthermore,
commercial
sources
of
tobacco are not the only way in which young
people obtain products.3 They may also get
cigarettes from parents, siblings, friends, and
by theft. Reducing access to commercial
sources could lead to increased use of such
sources. In determining policy it is important
to know both how best to restrict access, and
the likely efict of successful restriction on
youth tobacco consumption.
Objective
The aim of this review was to assess the effec
tiveness of reducing underage access to
tobacco products by deterring shopkeepers
from illegal sales. We asked three questions:
(1) Does intervention with retailers, by educa
tion, active enforcement of laws, or combi
nations of strategies lead to decreased sales
to minors? Is there evidence that any of the
strategies is superior to the others?
(2) Do reduced sales of tobacco to minors lead
to a decrease in their self reported ease of
access?
(3) Do reduced sales of tobacco to minors
reduce prevalence of tobacco use?
Data sources
We used the Coehrane Tobacco Addiction

Group specialised register which has been
developed by systematic sensitive searches of
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Medline and PsycLit and handsearching of

Data synthesis

journals, including 7bbacco Control. \Xte looked

DESCRiFIIUN OF INc:i.UDEI) STUDiES

for studies involving restrictions on sales to
minors or sales from vending machines, and
interventions with retailers related
to
compliance with legislation. We searched
Medline for any other controlled or
uncontrolled evaluations. The search strategy
is specified in an additional table on the Web
site.

A table containing full details of each study
including setting, design, intervention and out
comes is available on the Thbac:co Control web
site.
We identified 27 studies that met the
inclusion criteria. Of these, 13 used some form
of control group. In six studies the store was
the unit of randornisation.’7 ‘ one study iden
tified the retailers who made illegal sales to
minors at baseline.’8 These retailers were then
randomly allocated to receive a warning letter

Study selection
TYPES (IF STUDIES

threatening prosecution, or no letter. One car

yve considered studies of measures to improve
compliance with laws restricting youth access
to retail sales of tobacco, using one of these
study designs:
(1) Controlled trials randornising retail
outlets, communities or geographical
regions.
(2) Controlled trials without randomisation
allocating retail outlets, communities or
geographical regions.
(3) Time series studies.
(4) Uncontrolled before and after studies.
We excluded uncontrolled studies with post
intervention measurements only.

ried out test purchasing around one school and
not around another.1 2 Six studies compared
interventions in different communities. Forsier
and colleagues’ tobacco policy options for pre
vention (TPOP) study randomised 14 Minne
sota communities after stratification on
baseline variables!’ 1’ Altman and colleagues
allocated two pairs of Monterey communities
on the basis of a coin toss:1 Ctimmings and

TV i’i’S
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We evaluated strategies which targeted retailers
to reduce tobacco use by minors. Minors were
defIned by the legal age limit in the communi
ties studied.
TYPES OF INThRVENi ION

We considered education, law enforcement,
community mohilisation. or combinations of
strategies that aimed to deter retailers from
selling tobacco to minors.
TYPES OF OUTCOME MEASURES

\Ve considered the outcomes of:
(1) Illegal
tobacco
assessed
sales,
by
attempted purchase by young people.
(2) Perceived ease of access to cigarettes by
young people.
(3’ Prevalence of tobacco use among young
people. We accepted self reports of
tobacco use.

colleagues

assigned

six

matched

pairs

of

commtinities to intervention or control status
within the intervention communities the stores
were randomly allocated to different schedules
of enforcement checks.” The other three com
munity studies in Massachusetts,” San
Diego2’ 27 and Sydney, Australia25 compared
the intervention communities with a control
community in which similar baseline and
follow up assessments were conducted, but
without random assignment. In Massachu—
setts,” intervention communities were those in
which active enforcement of tobacco sales
regulations was intended. The control cornmu
nines were not planning active enforcement,
although by the end of the study some enforce
ment was being conducted.
The remaining uncontrolled studies com
pared rates of illegal sales or smoking
behaviour before and after an intervention. In
some, only the outlets that allowed purchase at
baseline were followed up. In Ontario, Canada,
a series of interventions were implemented in
neighbouring health units and the follow up
ranged from two weeks to 21 months.° in
Oregon, implementation occurred in eight
communities at different time points.’8
TYPES OF INIERYENi ION

Data extraction
The review was conducted in four stages:
(1) One reviewer prcscrecned reports for
relevance.
(2) Two reviewers assessed relevant studies
independently. To be incltided they had to
meet all the criteria listed above for study
design, type of participant and interven
tion and outcomes assessed.
(3) One reviewer extracted, and the second
checked, data from included studies.
(4) Studies were combined using qualitative
narrative synthesis.
We chose narrative, rather than quantitative,
synthesis because we expected heterogeneity in
the study designs, type of interventions and
outcomes measured.

The main interventions were: education about
legal requirements; notification of the results of
compliance checks; warning of enforcement,
and implementation of enforcement by police
or health officials. Some studies tested diffet-ent
frequencies of enforcement activity, and differ
ent channels of mformation. in some the inter
vention included thc introduction of new legis
lation or local ordinances such as a licensing
system or a formal requirement for compliance

checking.
The TPOP campaign in Minnesota aimed
“to make tobacco access by youth a salient
community issue, to change local ordi
nances .to change retailers’ and other adults’
practices...and to promote enforcement of
tobacco age-of-sale laws”, The campaign used
a direct action community organising model so
,

.
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communities differed in the specific ordinances
introduced. These included an increased
licence fee for tobacco outlets, penalties for the
vendor and the clerk, a requirement for
unannounced compliance checks, and bans on
vending machines and self service displays.
Other studies also included elements to raise
community awareness and support.’’
26-28 30 ‘5

In some studies, the intervention had to be
modified because of local attitudes. Altman
and colleagues were unable to bring about
enforcement action because of legal concern
about the use of “sting” operations and an
unwillingness to prosecute clerks.24
In most studies there was dissemination of
information to retailers about their legal
obligations, including reminders of the age at
which purchase was legal, that proof of age
should be required before sale, or that warning
notices should be displayed. Usually this infor
mation was posted, hut sometimes mass media
channels were used.
ot;

r(
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Twenty five studies assessed retailer compli
ance with the law using test purchascr5. Most
studies focused on “over the counter’ sales but
some also assessed ease of purchase
vending machines. Some distinguished be
tween sales in shops with behind the counter or
locked displays and self service.” One study’7
investigated vending machine purchases only.
Eight studies assessed the effect of an inter
vention on the smoking behaviour of underage
youth. Five of these were controlled trials.
Three assessed retailer behaviour as well,2’ 27
while one assessed only smoking behaviour.28
One assessed smoking prevalence in both areas
hut retailer behaviour only in the intervention
area.” The three uncontrolled studies
measured smoking behaviour before and after
a change in enforcement practice. Iwo
assessed retailer behaviour as well.32
studies also asked underage smokers where
they obtained their cigarettes and how difficult
it was to buy them.
from

incorrectly
may
he
intervention.

attributed

to

an

Although randomisation by community is a
less biased method for assessing the effect of
intervention, statistical analysis of such studies
should address the issue of clustering of behav
iour within communities. Clustering usually
increases the required sample size.’ Few of the
included studies directly addressed this issue:
another reason why formal meta-analysis could
be misleading.
A further methodological concern is the
measurement of outcome. In most studies
compliance was judged by a single purchase
attempt. However, when multiple purchase
attempts were made, the estimates
of

compliance were lower when retailers were
classified as non—compliant only if they never
sold. Junck and colleagues’’ found that compli
ance after intervention was 74% on the basis
a single purchase attempt at each store, but
only 45% if three attempts were made. This
bias may overestimate compliance rates in
studies using only one purchase attempt. The
age of the assessor also affects measurement of
compliance. DiFranza and colleagues showed
that 16—17 year olds were more successful than
younger children, and girls were more success
flu than boys.4’ Sales rates may also be under
estimated if test purchasers act differently from
true underage purchasers .All the studies
which gave details noted that the youths
engaged in testing were to state their true age if
challenged, and to say that the cigarettes were
for their own use.

of

Results
DOES INTERVENTiON \VtH RETAILERS C.EAI) TO
DE3:1UU\sLi) SAl ES TO suxoks?

Eleven controlled trials assessed the effect
an intervention on illegal sales, measured by
compliance checks (table 1). Six found that
intervention reduced the level of illegal sales

of

compared to the control

4
group.12

Active enforcement was used in three of the
successful interventions. In Chicago,’ sales fell
marginally in the month after all merchants
who had sold cigarettes received warning, but
enforcement produced a much larger fall in
sales rates. Media coverage of the study at one
point during the follow tip period caused a fur
ther substantial drop in sales in all groups. This
study showed that
monthly enforcement
vIsits were more effective than four and six
monthly schedules, giving a sales rate of 19%
in the final six months of the intervention. In
Harlem’4 enforcement produced a substantial
decrease in sales, not found after an
educational visit alone. However, the rate still
fell cnly to 47%. In Massachusetts,
compliance rates improved from 35% to 82%
in the intervention communities and from 28%
to 45% in the control areas.
Three interventions without enforcement
produced greater improvements in compliance
than in control areas. Project Trust in San
i)iego26 27 used multicomponent community
and retailer education with personal visits.
Sales fell significantly between pre- and post—
a

FXC1tJDED STtTDIES

Two surveys have assessed the effect of the
tobacco industry sponsored voluntary cotnpli—

ance programme “It’s the Law”.4 ‘ \Ve did not
include Lhem because there was no baseline
assessment of retailers before they jomed the
programme. The authors found no evidence
that those participating in the scheme were less
likely than other retailers to make illegal sales.
Reasons fot excluding three other studies2 “
are given in an additional Web table.
MEif-I000LOGICAI., QUA;.

Y OF INCLU DLI

STUDIES

As we considered a heterogeneity of study
designs, we made no attempt at statistical
meta-analysis. However, we gave greater
weight in our synthesis to the three controlled
studies that measured the behaviour of retailers
and minors in the community.7 24 25 In uncon
trolled studies, background secular change

two

intervention measurement in four out of six

Ci

Enforcement

at”

Enforcement or education

Nrsv Situtis Wales, Australia: Schofield cm at”
Education, or educ:ttion amid tltreat of
enforcement
Project TRUST San Diego: Keay, Wildey ci tiC’
Retailer education and community awareness
Santa Clara: Altman er 01a I Retailer educariots
compared to community’ education alone
Sydney, Australia 1092: Chapman ci a?’ Threat of
enforcenment

Harlem: Gemson cc

Erie County 1987: Skretny ci a?” Mailed education
package
Erie County 1995: Cummings ci a?’ Etsforcettietmr
(with different numbers of checks) compared to
warning only

Chicago: Jason Cr al” Active enforcement with
different scheduled frequency

Sydney Australia 1995: Staff cc sP Retailer
educatiotm and community awacetiess

Gateshead, UK: Bagott et tiP’
(intended)

Massachusetts: Rigorti craP’ Fnforcement
compared ttt information alone

Minnesota (TPOI’): Furster Cr
Comprehensive community interventlott

Illegal sales

Monterey: Altman cc al Community inrerventiun
with retailer education

Ournt,ties

Illegal sales

Illegal sales

Illegal sales

Baseline sales rates were 70% intervention 65% control. Intervention stores showed a significant decrease to 32% after intervention. Control stores sltowed a
non-significant reduction to 59%. Results svere similar 6 months later.
There was no differetanal effect on sales as a kinction of the type of contact prolect staff had with merchants. Baseline purchase rate seas 74’.•t at 6 months 39(t,: at I
year 56%. There was no change in vending machine sales.
The combined effects of puhlicirv about undercover buying operations and warning letters threatening prosecution reduced sales of cigarettes to minors by 29%
(95% CI 8% to 50% (. 31% of retailers receis’mng warning letter sold at 12 cottipared to 60% of those not sent letter. However tuttong 146 retailers who had tiot sold
at TI and were vesurveyed, 24% did sell at T2.

Stuokitig behaviour There were no significant changes in stitoking prevalence. Regular snioking was more prevalent in the interventittn school before and after.
Perceived access
Few children reported being refused sales and there was no change overtime. Over half of regular smokers bought cigarettes every day.
Smoking behaviour In some school yearsex subgroups there were significant changes in prevalence from baseline. In the intetyetltion group, 2 were decreases and 3 increases. In the
control group there svere 2 increases. When logistic models were used there seas only an indication of the elfect of the intervention in year 7, the youngest sutdems.
Perceived access
base of purchase svas rated as being greatest from vending machines (93% rated as easy or ver easy) and lowest in supermarkets (eO%). The proportion of males in
tise intervention area who rated purchasing from petrol statiotss as easy or verv easy was significantly lower post intervention hut no other significant changes were
noted.
Illegal sales
Baseline sales rates svere high and similar across all interventions and communities: 86-89% over 5 months. Sales decreased in all conditiotss following warning. for
last 6 months of intervention, average sales rates were 19% in 2 month, 34% in 4 montis, and 42% in 6 month condition. Publicity about the project caused a
decrease its sales in all conditions in months 11 12, and this contributes to the low average rate in 2 month condition.
Illegal sales
There were no significant differences tii illegal sales between intervention and control groups: 77% v66%). 40% of intervention stores posted the warning signs
provided. tao control stores had svarning signs.
Illegal sales
There were 44 violations. 385 checks. Only otse store fined twice. The baseline compliance rates were similar in enforcement (3o%) atsd non-etuforcement (35%
communities. Rates at follow up were 74% and 72(1 (difference NS). Rates svere similar its stores that had and had not been fined. Significant change in asking for
age 1D from baseline. Lack of differential effect for enforcement may he due to the prior warning and svidespread publicity about the sting operations in all
communities. Also coincided ss’ith FDA’s prciposed regrtlations, and tobacco industry mailings.
Illegal sales
Baseline sales were high; 70% sold loose and 96% sold loose or packet. No significant group differences at baseline. Control group showed no sigisificant change over
time. Both educanon and enforcement group sales declined from baseline to 6 and 12 months, but there was a clear benefit of the enforcement strategy (front 100%
to 1791 for any sale at 1 year).
Illegal sales
There were no intervention effects tin ctimpliance; there was a pre— to post-test increase across all groups in the number tif retailers requiring proof of age Cl 7—1391,)
but no differences beiweeit intervemsmiott and control.

Proportion of successftul purchases fell from 75% w 0% in intervention and from 64’:. to 39% in comparison communities. The difference was significant towards
the end of the assessment period. Sales rate in intervention communities < 20% at final four assessments. Proportion of clerks asking for ID rose more in
intervention communities.
Smoking behaviour Cross sectional analyses of smoking behaviour (30 day tobacco use) found an effect on 7th graders which was not sustained to the end of study. hut no significant
effect in other grades. A longitudinal analysis of grade cohorts using generabsed estimating equations found a significant effect favouring intervention communities
only for the 7th grade. Females in intervention communities less likely to use tobacco post intervention than females in comparison cotitmunines.
Perceived access
Intervention community 7th graders were less likely to report tobacco purchases at survey points 2 and 3, and 9th graders less likely to do so time 4
Illegal sales
Uhere was a decline in ever the counter purchase success in all communities, from 367% to 3.1 ‘v in intervention, 41% to S 8% for control. The net difference did
not reach significance.
Smoking behaviour Baseline prevalence marginally losvcr its intervention titan control commuisities. Prevalence of all levels of smoking climbed sharply in control communities ever the
course of the study, the increase in the intervention communities was less pronounced. The difference in prevalence was only significant for daily smoking (—4.9%,
95% Cl —9.0% to —0.7%). Effects were homogenous across sea and grade. For daily smokers there was a non-significant trend towards greater effectiveness among
younger students.
Perceived access
l’rrcewed availability from commercial sources was high in all communities but there was a small decline in intervention areas (79.8% to 77.291, rating as high).
There was also a decline in proportions cinng a commercial source for most recent cigarette atid making a purchase attempt its last month in intervention versus an
increase in control areas.
Illegal sales
There svere no significant differences in baseline intervention and control compliance rares 35% and 28%). Compliance increased among the merchants in all
communities but more rapidly in intervention than control according to a mixed eftkcts model with adjustment for time point, type of store and type of sale. Most
effects in first 6 months, with rise to > 70% compliance in interveistinn areas. Final compliance rates 62% in interveistion and 45(1 in control areas.
Smoking behaviour There were significant differences between interventiots and control cotninunities at baseline aitd both follow ups, even after adjttstmenc for age. sex, and ethnic
group. The rate of current tobacco use rose slightly in the intervention communities l,tmt reittained stable in controls, with borderline significance. No other measures
of use changed differentially.
Perceived access
shung people’s scif reported difficulty in buying cigarettes increased over time but tltcrc were no differences between the intervention and ct,ntrol groups. Thcre wete
similar shifts in the sources of tobacco in the use groups with a reduction in tie proportion buying their own in their community.
Illegal sales
Only assessed as part of intervention—no sales made. No checks in control area.
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intervention areas and in no control area. The
sales rate was reduced from 70% to 32%, an
effect sustained at six month follow up. In
vontercy,’4 education and community organi
sation eliminated successful test purchases by
the end of a three year project in two commu
nities compared to a 39% sales rate in the
comparison communities. In Sydney’5 warning
letters threatening prosecution to retailers who
had made illegal sales led to a second oflence
rate of 31%, compared to 60% among these
not warned.
Other controlled trials did not find a
difference. The comprehensive community
approach used in
Minnesota reduced
successful over the counter purchases in inter
vention communities from 36.7% to 3.1%, hut
the net change was not significantly different
from the control communities where the rate
fell from 41% to 8.8%.’ In Santa Clara°’ i7
there was no additional effect of mailed or per
sonally delivered educational materials without
enforcement. However, the community and
merchant education media had some short
term effect, with sales tates reduced from 74%
to 39%.
In Eric Country there was no effect of
education a1one4 or active enforcement) In
the second study the lack of effect could have
been because all stores were sent letters warn
ing of possible random checks. The news of
“sting” operations also spread rapidly to the
non-enforcement colmnunities. A study in
‘flab/c 2

New South Wales, Australia’5 used education
and the threat of enforcement. Youths old
enough to buy cigarettes but looking younger,
were used for compliance checks so the
outcome was requiring proof of age before
making a sale. There was an overall
improvement from 17% to 43% in the propor
tion of retailers requiring such proof, but no
difference between intervention and control
retailers.
All the uncontrolled studies (table 2) showed
reduction in illegal sales following interven
tion, but the size of the pre- and
post-difl’erence was variable, and not always
consistent across communities.4 There was
some evidence that effects declined over
time.50 In Oregon, advising retailers whether
they had or had not complied with the law at a
test purchase had an efl’ect.° In Solana
County3’ a merchant education programme
had such a limited effect that a second phase of
police enforcement was initiated. This reduced
over the counter sales from 74% to 24%. The
highest compliance rates were in Woodridge
(over 95%)’ and Leominster (S4%) which
used enforcement, and in Ivlanly’1 (86%),
Ontario° (94%), and Wisconsin’3 (82%) which
did not. The lowest was 49% for baseline non—
compliers in Cook County.4
in the study of vending machines, a locking
device policy resulted in fewer locations selling
cigarettes to minors than a policy of no
restriction.57 However, the authors concluded

]?u’,cult.sft’s,m u,sc’ontrollc’d tu’uulc
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1.eominster: ThI’ranaa ci at”
Education and enforcement

Illegal sales

\Xo dridgc Ja on t at
and enforcenient

iLpslatic n

Smcilutig behaviour
ilki, I sales

Smoking behaviour

Perceived access

Everett: iltnids” Legislation

Smuikitig behaviour
Perceived access

Albert,, (Compliance for Kids):
Abernathy” I.egislation arid
education
Bristol: Nadoo and Platts’’
Education and publicity
Cook County: McI)ermott ci at’’
Education and wat ning
Manly: Junck et at’’ Cooimunity +
feedback
Ontariti: Dovell ci at” Education
Oregon fPro(ect SixTeen I: Biglan et
al’’ “ Community + feedback
l’erth: Masvkes ci ti’’ Community ‘3—
enturcement
Su’lana County: Fetghery et al”
Retailer educatton + etrh,rcentettt
St Paul: Forster et at” Vending
machine locks
Surlitig: Campbell” Warnitig
Wiscc,nstn: Schensk-y ci at” Education
and feedback

Illegal sales

Illegal sales
Illegal sales
Illegal sales
Illegal sales
Illegal sales
Illegal sales
Illegal sales
Illegal sales
Illegal sales
illegal sales
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Sales were refused in 81%, SIll,. and 35”,, of tests ‘it each follow up. No haselrne assessnient ut
sales rates and different ages used for test purchasing.
Smoking prevalence fell sgniticantly in 12—1 1 years and 16—17 years age groups.
Sales sscr reduc U to a minimal luel (asLra <4 in 5 h cF’ oser 1 months) foi the hr t 2
years after passage of legislation. as measured by uarrerly compliance checks. In later petiods
youths svere older and sales rates also rose. Witen a 17 year old svas used 23% sold illegally
Between I 1159 and ( tO) I the proportion of 7th--Sth graders describing themselves as regular
smokers fell from 16% to 5% and experimenters from 4ti% to 2 35,,, In I i)3(j there were
significanCe fewer stttokers among t sample of Woodridge students compared to students at the
Sante school from a non-enforcement community (42.2% u 54.7%, p < 0.0.5). The difikrence in
regular smoking was 8. 3’S v 1 3.4% (NS).
In 1991 60% itf students felt the law would either prevent their procurement ctf cigarettes or
make them harder to obtain. In 1996 mtre Wbodridge smokers felt it was difficult or moderately
difficult to get cigs than smokers from non—enforcement community (2,3% e 14.3%, NS).
Tobacco use fell feint, 25,3% to 19.7(3 (ttttt sigtubeant), but reductioti among girls was
sigitificant (26.4% to I 1.3%.).
Stores as a source of tobacco products did not change significantly, hut some reduction was
noted rust intervention. Friends increased as a stuurce of tobacco products post orditsance
(p 0.0.0.
‘I’here seas sonic reduction in willingness to sell in all three communitres. The change was
sigtttb-atit only in cusnrrols: pie 57.1%. post 14.3”,, (p < 0.02).
91% (n = 100) sold at baseline, 41% (n = 50) s old at 1 year. Nesv guidelines and publicin
materials \vere issued itattimally hetseeen baseline and follow up.
I 20.’ I 2t5 non-compliant stores revisited. Purchase success rate fell ti’ 5 I’’-,.
l’urchase success tell. At b’aselitie 52% tif outlets sold (85% if up to 3 atwnipts), fell to 26%, (55%
if 3 attempts) at S tnonths, and 14% at 10 months.
Irs KPL&A wtllitigriess to sell fell from 46% at baseline to 43%, after general education and to 6%
after receiving kit, Also effect in l-1&PE, 47% to 2(3, I week after intervention.
Theme was a significant reduction in the mean level of sales, from 57% to 22%, based on multiple
assessments in 8 communities.
At baseline 89% of outlets prepared to sell. At tbllosv up overall rate fell t,, 28”,,, hut substantial
yanation by area.
73)6 sold at pretest, 66(1 at ptist-test 1 (alter education). 31%, at pttst—iest 2 (after ctiforcen,cnt).
Change tn over counter sales sigtuificatit. Vending tnachine sales tettiaitied high.
I scar alter the lass’ 47% svitli locks, 30(1 were still not in cottipluance. Overall purchase success
rate was 66(1, before lass’, 30’S’,, at 3 months and 48%, at I year.
At baseline 37% sold. Of 13 revisited. otily I sold at follow up. Among nettlets visited tbr first
time at lnllosv up survey, sales rate 35%.
40% permitted purchase at baseline and 18% at fuslluw up. Of those svhu, pertnitted putchase at
baseline 25% permitted at follnsv up.

KPL&A, Kingston Frontenac Lennuix and Addmngton Health Unit; H&Pti, I-’Iastrngs and l’rince Edward Counties
I’Iealth Unit,
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that it was probably less effective than the
major policy alternative, a ban on vending
machines.
DC) RiU)trf2Ei) SALES OF TOBACCO ‘IC) rvIINORS
LEAD IC) A REDUCtION IN MINORS’ SELF
REPORI’FI) EASE ot’ Acci’ss?

Six studies assessed perceived ease of access. In
three, intervention was associated with
decreased test sales. In Monterey71 self
reported recent purchase of tobacco was less
frequent among seventh grade students (ages
12—13) in the intervention than in the control
communities. In the other two grades there
were large baseline differences in the
proportion reporting a purchase in the last
three months, so longitudinal changes were
difficult to interpret. However, at the final
follow up recent purchase was significantly less
common among intervention community
ninth grade students (ages 14—15). After inter
vention in \Voodridge,2 69% of students said
that the law would make cigarettes harder to
obtain. In 1996 more Woodridge smokers felt
it was difficult or moderately difficult to get
cigarettes than smokers from another commu
nity (20 v 14.3%, not significant).32 In
Massachusetts2 despite an etiect of interven
tion on sales there was no difference in
perceived ease of access. There were significant
falls in the proportion who had tried to buy
tobacco in the previous six months, and
increases in those who were refused at least half
the time. Since these occurred in all communi
ties they could not he attributed to the active
enforcement programme. There were also
similar changes across intervention and control
communities in reported source of cigarettes.
Fewer youths bought tobacco in their own city
or town and more bought it elsewhere or had
someone buy it for them.
In Minnesota,2’
the proportion who
perceived high availability decreased in the
intervention communities while increasing in
the control communities, despite similar levels
of retailer compliance. The proportion of ado
lescents reporting at least one purchase
attempt in the previous month declined in the
intervention communities while ii increased in
the control communities. The authors
suggested that these changes might he attribut
able to the community awareness and
mobilisation campaigns that were a part of the
intervention.
In Sydney2’ there was a significant reduction
in the proportion of male students who rated
purchasing cigarettes from petrol stations as
“easy” or “very easy” postintervention, but no
other significant changes for the six categories
of purchase source. In Everett’3 more students
reported that retailers asked for proof of age.
Neither of these studies directly assessed
retailer behaviour. In Gateshead few children
reported being refused, with no change over
time. 20
DO REDUCED SAI.ES OF TOBACCO TO MINORS
DECREASE PREvALENCE Ot- oBAcco usE?

Three of five controlled trials found an effect of
intervention on youth smoking behaviour. Alt—

man and colleagues24 found a lower smoking
prevalence in those who were in seventh grade
at baseline, but the effect was not sustained at
the end of the 32 month study. There were no
significant differences among the other age
groups.
In Minnesota, there was a lower rate of
increase in all measures of smoking prevalence
in seven areas with a comprehensive
community based intervention than in seven
control communities. The net difference in
prevalence was significant for daily, hut not
weekl or monthly, smoking.2’ They concluded
that refusals by sellers at the time of purchase
attempts by young people did not account for
the lower adolescent smoking rates seen in the
intervention communities, since all cominuni—
ties showed increases in compliance. Other
components of the intervention may have
changed young people’s behaviour. Businesses
in the intervention comtnunities were more
likely to post warning notices and to store ciga
rettes behind the counter.
Staff and colleagues assessed a community
intervention in Sydney with education of
retailers and local publicity, measuring
smoking behaviour and reported ease of
purchase but not illegal sales.’ There was an
eflect of intervention only in the yciungest stu
dents.
Two studies did not find evidence of change
in smoking behaviour. In i’vlassachusetts2 there
was no difference in the rate of change of
prevalence of “any tobacco use” or “daily
tobacco use” between the intervention and
control conimunities. The rate of “current
tobacco use” rose marginally in the
intervention communities but remained stable
in controls, with borderline significance for the
comparison between group trends. In
Gateshead. an intervention of test purchases in
the intervention area resulted in full
compliance and hence no prosecutions,
although children in the area reported buying
cigarettes with ease. There was no change in
smoking prevalence.’
In the light of these findings, three
uncontrolled studies should be interpreted
with caution. Two reported a decrease in
smoking prevalence in students associated with
a reduction in illegal sales in single intervention
communities. 32 31 33 39 50 In Woodridge the
proportion of regular smokers among seventh
and eighth grade students (ages 12—14 years)
fell from 16% to 5%. In this study’1 access was
very successfully restricted, and possession of
tobacco by a minor was also an off ence. I.onger
term assessments in this community using
older youths showed higher rates of sales,
although still below 20%.” A survey in 1996
found a lower proportion of smokers among
Woodridge students than students from a
community
not
conducting
regular
enforcement.’° In Leominster there was a fall
in smoking prevalence in three out of four age
groups.” In Everett’ there was no significant
change in overall reported tobacco use after
introduction of a local ordinance, but there was
a significant decrease among girls.
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Conclusions
This review provides evidence about the
relative effectiveness of different intervernions
for reducing tobacco sales by retailers. Simply
giving information to retailers about the law is
not effective. DiFranza and colleagues showed
that merchant participation in voluntary
compliance programmes was low.’ ‘ There is
evidence that interventions to educate retailers
can improve compliance, hut the successful
interventions used a variety of strategies,
including personal visits and mohilising
community support.4
Enforcement, or warnings of it, generally
had an effect on retailer behaviour. Sustaining
compliance requires regular enforcement, and
the existing evidence suggests reduced
effectiveness if checking occurs much less than
4—6 times a year.’ The penalty for
infringement may also be important, although
there is little direct evidence of the relative
deterrent effect of different penalties. If fines
for offenders are low, retailers may become
inured to the threat of a prosecution, diminish
ing the effect of warnings or prosecutions.
Removal of a license to sell tobacco could be
more eflctive, if the licensing itself is strictly
monitored)” Imposing too harsh a penalty
may, however, be counterproductive if
community attitudes are not supportive. In one
study using enforcement, judges were inclined
to give suspended sentences because they felt
that imposing a heavy fine or criminal record
on the clerks making the sale was
inappropriate)’ Enforcement may produce a
backlash against tobacco control activities if
the value of reducing sales has not been
adequately publicised. A graduated system of
penalties from a warning to a fine and then loss
of hcence may be most appropriate where legal
systems allow it. The combination of
enforcement and fines on youth users was
associated with high compliance rates in
Woodridgc, hut punishing the user may not
gain widespread acceptance.”
Retailer interventions may not work if neigh
bouring districts have discordant policies.
Retailers who make illegal sales argue that
minors will simply go elsewhere, depriving
them of revenue without benefiting the
community.52 Uniform enforcement policies
may help retailers to comply by reassuring
them thai their competitors will do the same.
Similarly, fitting locks to vending machines is
probably less effective than banning them.’7
The main methodological problem in evalu
ating retailer interventions is that assessment of
retailer behaviour during compliance chccks
does not show whether smoking behaviour by
minors has changed, or even how easy it is for
them to buy tobacco. Retailers may be able to
identify “test” purchasers. especially if they
know or suspect that checks are being made.
“Real” purchasers may’ be known to the sales
clerks, may lie about their age or may behave
differently. If retailers are aware of the possibil
ity of compliance checks they may sell only to
young people they know. Young people may
also change their source, by going to another
community or b asking someone else to make
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the purchase for them.” Measuring changes in
self reported ease of access to tobacco is
important to show that an intervention has had
an impact on purchasing behaviour. If minors
do not perceive that buying tobacco has
become more difficult, then it is unlikely chat
they have changed their use of tobacco.
Conversely, a change in smoking behaviour can
most confidently be attributed to a change in
retailer behaviour if the intermediate outcome
of a change in perception of ease of access has
also been observed. This is an important tries—
sage for future research in this area.
There are a number of problems in drawing
conclusions about the effectiveness of
interventions with retailers for reducing youth
tobacco use. In particular, effectiveness can
only he assessed if tobacco sales are reduced. If
some retailers continue to sell, a channel of
access will exist. Many of the communities
studied achieved large decreases in sales, but
none achieved complete, sustained compli
ance. Hence it is not surprising that there is
only limited evidence from controlled trials
that reducing the ease with which underage
youth can purchase cigarettes will reduce their
use of tobacco. Some uncontrolled studies,
notably Woodridge, have reported impressive
reductions in youth smoking behaviour in
association with interventions achieving high
compliance. This might suggest that there is a
threshold level of compliance above which
access can he effectively reduced. This hypo
thesis needs testing prospectively. The findings
from tvlassachusetts” suggest that, if there is
such a threshold, it must be greater than 80%;
density of vendors may he another determinant
of availability. The challenge for future
research on the effects of restriction of
underage sales is to) ensure effective implemen
tation of the intervention. Translating access
restriction from research cc) practice is a further
challenge. In the USA, despite federal
legislation in 1992 (the Synar Amendment)
requiring all staLes to enact and enforce a law
to prohibit sale of tobacco to minors, surveys
have shown no change from 1992 to 1997 in
the proportion (almost 90%) of 10th grade
students who believed chat they can easily
obtain tobacco products.”
A further limitation of current research is
that it is largely confined to more developed
countries. The effectiveness and feasibiliiv of
retailer interventions will depend on the
attitudes and available resources in different
societies. \Vith the acceleration of tobacco use
in the developing world there is a particular
need fur cost e&ctive interventions to prevent
uptake of smoking by the youth of these socie
ties.
A version of this review has been published in the Cuchrane
Library. Lochrane systematic reviews are regularly updated to
include new research, and in responSe IC) COflililCflts intl
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Cochrane revwtvs of nterventions for tobacco control, please
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Cochrane Collabriration and subscribing to the Cochrane
Library is available from wwsvcocltrane.ore. \Ve wish to
ackncwledge the support fr the Coclirane Tobacco Addiction
Group lri,m the UK NtiS Research and Development
Pi-ogramme, and the Imperial Cancer Research fund. We tltank
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THE EFFECT OF ENFORCING TOBACCO-SALES LAWS ON ADOLESCENTS’
ACCESS TO TOBACCO AND SMOKING BEHAVIOR
NANCY

A. RIconi, M.D., JOSEPH R. DIFRANZA, M.D., YUCHIAO CHANG, PH.D., THELMA TISDALE, R.N., M.P.H.,
BECKY KEMP, BA., AND DANIEL F. SINGER, M.D.

ABSTRACT

Background Enforcing laws banning tobacco sales
to minors is widely advocated as a way to reduce
young people’s access to tobacco and tobacco use.
Whether this approach is successful is not known.
Methods In a two-year controlled study, we as
sessed sales of tobacco to minors and young people’s
access to and use of tobacco in six Massachusetts
communities. Three communities (the intervention
group) enforced tobacco-sales laws, whereas three
matched communities (the control group) did not. To
assess compliance with the law, minors working for
the study investigators attempted to purchase tobac
co from all retail vendors in each community every
six months. Three annual anonymous surveys of a
total of 22,027 students in grades 9 through 12 (re
sponse rate, 84 percent) measured access to tobacco
and smoking behavior.
Results At base line, 68 percent of 487 vendors
sold tobacco to minors. Compliance with the law
improved significantly faster in the intervention
communities than in the controls (P<0.001). By the
study’s end, 82 percent of the merchants in the inter
vention communities complied with the law, as com
pared with 45 percent in the control communities
(P<0.001). However, adolescents under 18 years old
reported only a small drop in their ability to purchase
tobacco and no decline in its use. Communities with
and those without enforcement programs did not dif
fer with respect to these outcomes.
Conclusions Enforcing tobacco-sales laws im
proved merchants’ compliance and reduced illegal
sales to minors but did not alter adolescents’ per
ceived access to tobacco or their smoking. Test pur
chases of tobacco do not accurately reflect adoles
cents’ self-reported access to tobacco, and reducing
illegal sales to less than 20 percent of attempts
the goal of a new federal law
may not decrease
young people’s access to or use of tobacco. (N EngI
J Med 1997;337:1044-51.)
—

—

‘01997, Massachusetts Medical Society.

REVENTING people from beginning to
smoke is a major public health priority.’-3
Efforts must focus on the young, because
8$ percent of smokers start by the age of
I8 and smoking is increasing among adolescents.4.5
Reducing young people’s access to tobacco is pro
posed as one way to decrease their use of tobacco.’7
Policies with this goal are widely advocated and have
strong public support,8 but their effectiveness in
deterring smoking is unknown. Nonetheless, many
state and local governments, and now the federal
government, are attempting to reduce access to to
bacco among minorsP’79 Beginning on February 28,
1997, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) es
tablished 18 as the national minimum age at which
tobacco could be sold and required vendors to verify
purchasers’ ages.’° New regulations of the Depart
ment of Health and Human Services require that
states demonstrate progress in reducing sales of
tobacco to minors in order to receive block-grant
funding to combat substance abuse.”
All 50 states already prohibit tobacco sales to mi
nors, but they rarely enforce the laws.12 Tobacco re
tailers frequently sell to minors,3’3’8 and stores and
vending machines are the primary sources of tobac
co for adolescents.13,19-22 Improving compliance with
tobacco-sales laws can potentially reduce the avail
ability of tobacco to young people and thus discour
age them from smoking. Educating vendors about
the laws has not brought sustained improvement in
compliance.23-25 Active enforcement of tobacco-sales
laws is now widely advocated. This approach entails
having minors periodically try to purchase tobacco
and fining merchants who violate the law. Enforce
ment has reduced sales to minors,o,?,26-28 but there
are limited data on its effectiveness in limiting ado
lescents’ access to tobacco or their smoking. In two
uncontrolled studies conducted in single communi
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ties, teenage smoking was redticed when enforce
ment programs achieved compliance rates greater
than 90 percent (that is, when more than 90 percent
of minors’ attempts to purchase tobacco failed).6.7
Howevet without data from control communities ttie
decline in tobacco use cannot be attributed unequiv
ocally to enforcement.
We sought to determine in a controlled study
whether enforcing a tobacco-sales law reduced the
proportion of stores selling tobacco to minors and
consequently limited adoLescents’ access to and use
of tobacco. We hypothesized that if a level of com
pliance similar to the 90 percent rate reached in the
earlier studies could be achieved, adolescents would
report more difficulty obtaining tobacco and less
smoking.

TABLE 1. C1LAcrER.isTIcs 01” THE STUDY CoMMUNITIEs.

POPULATION,

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD

HIGH-ScHooL
ENROLLMENT,

1990

INcoME, 1990

19931994”

no.

dollars

no. of students

76,210
84,985

32,455
35,858

1896
2417

54,718
44,630

45,598
43,309

1651
1664

27,557
20,267

60,357
65,994

1179
808

COMMUNrTv

Pair 1
Intervention
Control
Pair 2
lutcrvcntion
Control
Pair 3
Intcrucntiou
Control

*These figures include students enrolled in grades 9 through 12 in all
public and private high schools in Lhc community.

M Eli-TO DS
Study Design

We tested the effect of enforcing tobacco-sales laws in six Mas
sachusetts communities. The study design called for three com
munities to implement enforcement programs over a two-year
period, tvhile three matched control comnusnities did not. Out
come measures

—

tobacco sales to minors and adolescents’ access

to tobacco and stuoking behavior
ter the intervention.

—

were assessed before and af

that lacked such information, we identified the tobacco vendors

by screening all establishments that had retail food or food-service
licenses and all liquor stores, gas stations, and recreational Escilities.
Access to Tobacco and Smoking Behavior

Students in grades 9 through 12 its all the public and private
high schools iti the six communities were given anonymous, self—

Selection of Communities
Massachusetts law prohibits the sale of tobacco products to
people under the age of 18. Local health departments can enact

additional tobacco-sales regulations and enforce state and local
restrictions. The intervention sites were three communities in

metropolitan Boston that had recently enacted similar tobaccosales regulations and planned to enforce them actively, but had
not yet done so. Each was matched according to population size
and median household income with a control community that

was not currently enforcing the tobacco-sales laws and had no
plans to do so. The control and the intervention communities
were separated geographically but were well matched with respect
to sociodemographic factors (Table 1). During the study period,
all six local health departments received funds from the Massa
chusetts Tobacco Control Program on a per capita basis for the
development and implementation of tobacco policy.
Measures
Tobacco Sales to Minors

Merchants’ compliance with tobacco-sales laws was monitored
in all six communities at base line (February through April 1994)
and every six months tlscreafter for two years. Minors, supervised
by adult study personnel, attempted to purchase tobacco at evert’
retail tobacco outlet in cads community. We used girls 16 years
old (20 in all) in the compliance checks to minimize variability in
measurement due to the buyer’s age and sex.’5-23-2
In each store, tlse girl asked a clerk for a pack of cigarettes. If
asked, she stated her true age but showed no proof of age. If there
ivere vending machines, she attempted to purchase cigarettes
directly from them, asking a clerk to unlock any vending machine
that had a locking device. After each attempt to buy tobacco,
study personnel recorded data on the type of store, the type of sale
(over the counter or from a vending machine), the results of the
purclsase attempt, and whether the minor was asked for proof of
her age. These data were kept confidential and were not used for
enforcement purposes. We identified the vendors from lists of to
bacco licensees kept by the health department. In communities

administered surveys at base line (from December 1993 through
February 1994) and annually for two additional years. Passive
parental consent for the study was obtained (that is, the parents
returned a form only if they did tint want their child to parti
cipate).29 The 33-item survey instrument assessed sociodemo
graphic factors (age, sex, ethnic group, grade in school, and city
of residence), past and present tobacco use, and the source of any
tobacco products obtained. Items eliciting data on smoking be
havior were adapted from previous surveys.50’32 Tlsc students’ use
of cigarettes and smokeless tobacco was assessed with parallel
questions. The students were asked if they had purchased tobacco
in the past 30 days and if so, how they had mainly obtained it.

The degree of access to tobacco ivas measured by asking respond
ents who had tried to buy tobacco in the past six months hosv
often they had been refused it.
Intervention

After the base-line collection of data, all six local health depart
ments distributed written inforniation about the tobacco-sales
lasvs to the retailers. The health departments in the intervention
communities then began testing vendors regularly for compliance
and penalizing violators with an escalating series of warnings and
fines. These compliance checks done for purposes of enforcement
were separate from those conducted by members of the research
staff to assess outcomes. On the basis of experience in other com
munities,6.7 the goal was a compliance rate among merchants of
more than 90 percent. The intervention communities were en
couraged to test all tiserchants four times a year (a total of eight
tests) and to test noncompliant merchants more often. The con
trol towns were contacted annually in order to monitor their reg
ulations and any enforcement activity.
Statistical Analysis

The intervention and control communities were compared in
matched pairs. Each pair was considered first separately and then to
gether with the other pairs. We examined changes in end points over
time in each community and then compared the matched com
munities at each point and over time. Mttltiple logistic-regression
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time was interpreted as the difference in the rate of changc be
twecn the intervention and the coturol communities. The rate of
enforcement was calculated for each community by dividing the
number of tests of compliance performed for enforcement pur
poses by the number of tobacco vendors at the midpoint of the
study period.
In the analysis of the school surveys, data from respondents 18
or more years old (to whom tobacco could be sold legally) were
excluded, as were data from respondents who did not live in the
city or cowls where the’ attended school. Cigaretre smoking and
the use of smokeless tobacco were analyzed separately, and rhe
data were then combined. The primary end point ‘as the preva
lence of current tobacco use, defined as the smoking ofa cigarette
or the use of smokeless tobacco within the past 30 days. The see
ondarv end points were the prevalence of am’ past use of tobacco
(a puff on a cigarette or the use of smokeless tobacco) and the
prevalence of regular use (daily cigarette smoking or daily use of
smokeless tobacco for the past 30 days). The study design was
cross-sectional because the surveys were anonymous, but substan
tial overlap in the pool of respondents over time was expected.
Therefore, the data were anak’zcd with a mixed-effects model.
Study group, time point, age, sex, and ethnic group were itsclud
ed as fixed effects, atsd the school attended was included as a ran
dom effect, to account for am’ correlation among the students at
each school. The responses were studied in aggregate and then
stratified accorditsg to age, sex, and ethnic group.

Refused to Sell to Minor

90

Intervention

80
70
P <0.00 1

60

cI
C

c’z

50

0
5)

40

Control

20
10
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100

Asked for Proof of Age

90
80
70

Intervention

RESULTS

60
C

c
5)

Enforcement of Tobacco-Sales Laws

50
P<0.001

40

30

Control

10
12

24

Months

The health departments in the three intervention
communities instituted compliance testing as planned.
The tobacco vendors were tested in Api-il and May
1994, and violators received warnings. Fines of $20
to $200 were issued for subsequent violations, be
ginning one, two, and eight months after the start
of the intervention period. The intervention com
munities conducted a total of 966 compliance tests
(4.3 tests pet- vendor) over the two-year period
fewer than the 8 tests per vendor specified in the
study protocol. Forty-six fines were paid. No license
to sell tobacco was suspended.
None of the control communities conducted com
pliance tests or enforcement before the study began.
During the study, all three control communities
adopted tobacco-sales regulations similar to those in
the intervention communities and began checking
compliance, completing 111 tests (0.5 test per t’en
dor) over the two-year period. Two towns began en
forcement, and fines began to be issued 10 and 13
months after the study started. Five fines vete paid.
Nonetheless, the intervention communities conduct
ed far more enforcement than the controls through
out the study. They initiated compliance testing ear
lier, conducted more tests per vendor, and issued
fines earlier and in greater numbers. All the commu
nities educated their merchants through mailings, re
taller training, and publicity during the study.
—

Figure 1. Merchants’ Compliance with the Tobacco-Sales Law.
The upper panel shows the proportion of merchants who re
fused to sell tobacco to a minor. The lower panel shows the
proportion of merchants who asked youths for proof of age.
Over the two years of the study, both measures of compliance
increased more rapidly in the intervention group than in the
controls (P<0.OOll, according to a mixed-effects model. Com
pliance was significantly higher (P<0.OOll in the intervention
group at each observation after base line.

analysis was used to examine the differences between communi
ties at each assessment. Changes over titne in end points were cx
amined in mixed—effects models. Two-tailed P values of less than
0.05 were considered to indicate statistical significance.
The main outcome for the sales of tobacco was the rate of
compliance by merchants, which ‘was defined as the proportion of
tobacco vetidors who refused to sell tobacco to minors. Vendingmachine sales and over-the-counter sales were analyzed both to
gether and separatek’. The list of identified vendors changed over
time, but there was considerable overlap from each time point to
the next. Therefore, the data were analyzed with a mixed-effects
model in which the covariates that were related to the outcome
measure studs’ group, time point, type of sale, and store type)
were included as fixed effects and the individual store was includ
ed as a random effect. The term for the interaction of group with
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Tobacco Sales to Minors

Five rounds of compliance checks wet-e conducted
for research purposes. At base line, of 487 vendors
tested (375 stores and 112 vending machines), 68
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percent sold tobacco to a minor, a compliance rate of
32 percent. The base-line rates did tiot differ signifi
cantly between the communities in each pair or be
tween the intervention and the control groups overall
(35 percent and 28 percent, respectively; P 0.22).
During the study period, compliance increased among
the merchants in all the communities, hut it increased
more rapiWv in the intervention group than in the
control group according to a mixed-effects model
with adjustment for time point, type of store, and
type of sale (Fig. 1, upper panel). The difference was
also statistically significant (P<0.001) for two of
the three pairs of communities (data not shown).
Compliance was significantly better (P<0.001) in
the intervention communities than in the controls
at each follow-up point; by the end of the study, the
rates were 82 percent and 45 percent, respectively
(P<0.001). The proportion of minors who were
asked to show proof of their age also increased over
time (Fig. 1, lower panel). The mixed-effects model
demonstrated that the rate at which such proof was
requested rose more rapidly in the intervention group
than in the controls (P<0.001). By the end of the
study, these requests were made during 65 percent
of purchase attempts in the intervention communi
ties, as compared with 30 percent of attempts in the
control communities (P<0.001). In both groups,
most of these changes took place during the first six
months, reflecting the education of merchants in all
the cities and towns and the marginal benefit of en
forcement in the intervention communities. There
was gradual improvement with continuing enforce
ment in the intervention communities, but not with
education in the control communities.
Thus, enforcement improved compliance with the
law, but compliance in the intervention group overall
never reached the study goal of 90 percent. These re
sults were unchanged when the analyses were limited
to over-the-counter sales; the sample was too small
for a separate analysis of vending-machine sales.
Surveys of High-School Students

Three annual surveys tvere condctcted in all 10
high schools in the six study communities. The stu
dent enrollment for the three years combined was
29,139, of whom 26,168 (90 percent) were in
school on the survey days (Table 2). The parents of
0.4 percent of the students refused consent for the
study. A total of 22,021 surveys were returned (re
sponse rate, 84 percent). We excluded the responses
from 2816 students who did not Live in the city or
town where they attended schoot (13 percent) and
from 1602 students 18 or more years old (7 per
cent), which left 17,603 surveys for analysis. The
students in the intervention group (8702 students)
and the control group (8901 students) did not differ
in age (range, 13 to 17 years) or sex (52 percent were
femaLe). The control group included more whites

TABLE 2. CILac1’Ea1s’I’1cs OF [tIE HIGII-SCttOoL SURVEYS.

YEAR

STUDENT
ENROLLMENT
no.

Base line
(1993—1994)
Year 1
(1994—1993)
‘s.ir 2
(1993—1996)
Mt fears
Intervention
Control

STUOENTS
PRESENT ON
SURVEY DAY
no.

1%)

USABLE
SURVEYS

MEAN
RESPONSE RATE
(RANGE)

no.

%

9.615

8,625 (90)

7,112

82 (71—95)

9,703

8,678 (89)

7.310

84 (70—100)

9.821

8,865 (90)

7,399

86 :80—97)

29,139
14,282
14,857

26,168 (90)
13.096 (92)
13.072 (88)

22,021
10,581
11,440

84
81
88

*Response rates equal
ber of students present

the number of usable surveys divided by die num
on the survey day. Ranges refer to lie response
rates among the 10 schools smdied.

than the intervention group (79 percent vs. 74 per
cent, P0.001).
Access to Tobacco

The primary measure of access was the difficulty
young people had in buying cigarettes, as reported
by those who had tried to purchase tobacco in the
previous six months. At base line, 76 percent of re
spondents in the intervention group and 78 percent
of those in the control group said that vendors hard
ly ever refused to sell them tobacco (Table 3). These
proportions decreased in both groups during the
study. There was a corresponding increase in the
proportion of students who were refused tobacco at
least half the time they attempted to buy it. Howe’
er, the control and intervention groups did not dif
fer in the rate at which either measure changed, ac
cording to a mixed-effects model that adjusted for
age, sex, ethnic group, study group, and study year.
Two other measures of access to tobacco, the pro
portion of respondents who had recently either pur
chased tobacco or tried to do so, decreased no more
rapidly in the intervention group than in the control
group (Table 3). In short, the decline in access to
tobacco reported by the youths could not he attrib
uted to enforcement of the tobacco-sales laws.
The respondents who had smoked in the past 30
days were asked how they had obtaitied most of their
tobacco. We expected that they would shift to alter
native means of procurement if their commercial ac
cess to tobacco was restricted. In the six communi
ties overall, the proportion of youths who bought
most of their tobacco in their own city or town
fell from 51 percent to 40 percent over the studt’
period (P<0.001). There were corresponding in
creases in the proportions who purchased tobacco
in other communities (from 5 percent to 8 percent,
P=0.002) or had someone buy it for them (from
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TABLE 3. Acckss TO TOBACCO AS REI’OPJLD

MEASURE

STUDY GROUP

BASE LINE

BY

YEAR

TElL VOUTIES SuR’lYEu.

1

YEAR

2

P
[RiND
WiHIN
GROOm

VALUE
COMPARISON
BEIWLEN
GROUPSI

% of respondents
Bought tobacco within

Control

21

20

19

past 30 days
Tricd to bus’ tobacco
within past 6 mo
Ease of purchases
hardly cvcr rcfuscd

Intervention

15

13

15

0.78

Control
Intervention

36
29

31
23

29
24

<0.001
<0.001

Control
Inteuentioit
Control
luitersentious

78
76
12
13

69
62
19
23

63
58
23
28

<0.001
0.02
<0.001
<0.001

Refused at least half
tlic time

0.04

0 11
044

0 99
0 09

*Values represent the statistical significance of the trend over time iii the group shown and are derived by multiple
logistic regression with adjustnsent for age, sex, and ethnic group.
t\ilucs rcprcscnt the statistical siguuilicancc of the diiThrcnce between the two studs’ groups in the rates of change in
a mixed-effects model with adjustmenu for age, sex, etlunie group, snide group, and study sear.
1’<0.001 for the comparison with the intervention group be multiple logistic regression, with adjustment for age,
sex, and ethnic group.
§Data shown were collected among respondents who had tried to bu,’ tobacco in the previous six months.

7 percent to 16 percent, P<0.0O1). These increas
es occurred at similar rates in the intervention and
control communities, indicating that they could not
be attributed to enforcement (fig. 2).
Smoking

Table 4 shows the rates of tobacco use reported
by adolescents. The rates at base line and each year
of follow-up were higher in the control group than
in the intervention group. The prevalence of any
use of tobacco and of daily tobacco use did not
change at different rates in the two groups, accord
ing to a mixed-effects modeL that adjusted for re
spondents’ age, sex, ethnic group, study group, and
study year (Table 4). The rate of current tobacco use
rose in the intervention communities but remained
stable in controls, the reverse of ‘hat would have
been expected; how’ever, this difference t’as of bor
derline significance (P 0.05). When we repeated
the anah’sis with the respondents stratified accord
ing to age, sex, and ethnic group, there was no sig
nificant difference in any subgroup, including the
youngest one (respondents 13 and 14 years of age),
in which the effect of the intervention was expected
to be greatest. The results were unchanged when we
limited tobacco use to cigarettes. The use of smoke
less tobacco was low and declined similarly in both
groups. In sum, there were no meaningful differenc
es between the intervention group and the control
group in the rate at which tobacco use changed dur
ing the study period.
1048
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DISCUSSION

This controlled stud’ in six communities tested
the efficacy of law enforcement in reducing young
people’s access to tobacco and their smoking. We
found that enforcing a tobacco-sales law for two
‘ears improved merchants’ compliance and reduced
the sales of cigarettes to minors under our test con
ditions. Despite the dramatic and sustained increase
in compliance by merchants, young people reported
little decline in their ability to buy tobacco products.
There was no greater decline in communities that
had enforcement programs than in those that did
not. Hence, even the small decrease in adolescents’
perceived access to tobacco was not attributable to
law enforcement. Because the intervention did not
reduce high-school sttxdents’ self-reported access to
tobacco, it is not surprising that it did not alter their
smoking behavior.
Reducing young people’s access to tobacco has
become a cornerstone of public policy regarding to
bacco control in this decade. A growing number of
federat, state, and local laws and regulations are in
tended to accomplish this goal.9-’’ This activity has
occurred in the absence of evidence dearly support
ing its efficacy, and therefore there has been debate
in the public health community about the wisdom
of the current focus on reducing access.34 Empirical
demonstration of benefit is critical to justify the re
sources being expended on this new effort. We ad
dressed this important question.
This study documents a previously unreported dis
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crepancy between young people’s reports about their
access to tobacco and the results of compliance tests
that are thought to measure access. We intentionally
used only 16-year-old girls to measure tobacco sales
to minors, because merchants are more [ikety to sell
tobacco to girls and to older adolescents.’5’23’24 None
theless, even with these stringent, standardized tests
of compliance, the test results appear to overestimate
the diffictiltv experienced by young people uwing to
buy tobacco. B’ the end of the study, 16-year-old
girls participating in compliance checks could buy
tobacco in only 1$ percent of stores in communi
ties with enforcement programs, vet 53 percent of
16-year-olds living in the same communities report
ed that they hardly ever failed to buy tobacco when
they tried to do so, and 70 percent succeeded most
of the time. Young people may exaggerate their ability
to purchase tobacco, but it is unlikeLy that overstate
ment alone explains the discrepancy.
Our findings suggest that tests of compliance, as
the’ are typically conducted, underestimate young
people’s access to tobacco. There are several poten
tial explanations for this. Underage youths who try
to buy tobacco probably behave differently than do
youths in compliance checks. For example, they may
lie about their age, use false identification, dress to
appear older, cajole a clerk into making a sale, or en
list an older teenager or adult to buy for them. It is
also possible that store owners who are aware of the
possibility of compliance checks will sell tobacco
only to youths with whom they are fimiliar. Health
officials in the communities we studied reported
such occurrences. Young people may also buy tobac
co in neighboring towns that lack similar enforce-

Control

Intervention

I
Year
1

Year
2

Base

Year

Year

Line

1

2

U Buy through someone else
• Buy in another community
C Buy in own community
Figure 2. Smokers’ Chief Means of Obtaining Tobacco.
The chief means of obtaining tobacco in the 30 days before
each survey, as reported by the current smokers, shifted over
the 2-year study period. Declining proportions of the young
people who smoked bought most of their tobacco in their own
community, whereas the proportions who bought most of their
tobacco in another community or had someone else buy it for
them increased. The proportion who obtained their tobacco
from friends or household members, which accounts for the
remaining current smokers and is not shown, did not change.
The rates of change were similar in the two study groups.

TABLE 4. TOBACCO USE AMONG ADOLESCFNTS.*

MEASURE OF USE

STUDY GROUP

BASE LINE

YEAR 1

YEAR

2

P
‘I RENtS
WtttiiN
(JEOUPt

%
Use at am’ time

Current use
Daily use

of

COMPARISON
EL [Wi iN
GItOUI’S

respondents

Control

64.5S

62.7S

62.75S

0.15

Intervention

56.1
29.$

53.9
30.S

22.5

23.5

55.5
30.0
25.3

1C.8
10.7

16.Oi
11.4

16.4S
13.2

0.97
0.93
0.01
0.57
0.14

Control
Intenentlois
Control
Intervention

VALUE

0 28

005

0.08

‘Data arc for thc use of cigarettes or smokeless tobacco. Data on currcnt use and daily use rcfcr to the 30-day period
preceding die completion of the surs’ev questionnaire.
tValues represent the statistical significance of die trend over time in the grotip showis annd are derived by multiple
logistic regrcssiou ivitli adjustment for age, scx. amid ethnic group.
Vs1ues represent the statistical smgmsmticance of the difference between the nvo study groups in the rates of change ms
a mixed-effects model with adjustnsemst for age, sex, ethnic group, study group. and study ve.sr.
§P<0.0l for the comparison ss’mth the intcrsemmtmon group bs’ multiple logistic regression, svith adjustment lbr age, scx,
and ethnic group.
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ment. Furthermore, even if compliance checks as
sessed the behavior of any one vendor accurately, the
rate of compliance by merchants might not reflect
actual access to tobacco. Even if only one store in a
community sells tobacco to minors, young people
who know about it could obtain tobacco easily.
We found no meaningful difference in smoking
behavior between communities that implemented
enforcement programs and those that did not. This
cannot be interpreted as evidence that enforcing to
bacco-sales laws does not alter young people’s smok
ing behavior, because enforcement also faiLed to re
duce young people’s self-reported access to tobacco.
Instead, this study shows that enforcement that did
not reduce young people’s access to tobacco sub
stantially did not affect their smoking behavior. The
results of this study differ from those of two previ
ous uncontrolled studies, which found that enforc
ing tobacco-sales laws reduced youths’ smoking.5’7
In Woodridge, Illinois, and Leominster, Massachu
setts, smoking among junior-high-school students
dropped by 69 and 44 percent, respectively, over a
period of two years. In both studies rates of compli
asice by merchants that exceeded 90 percent were
achieved and sustained. Presumably, young people’s
access to tobacco was also reduced, although that
variable was not measured. In contrast, the commu
nities in our intervention group achieved 22 percent
compliance by the end of the study, a rate that
proved insufficient to reduce access. In Woodridge,
a law prohibiting the possession of tobacco by mi
nors was enforced simultaneously and may have con
tributed to the reduction in smoking among young
people.55 Both studies incLuded junior-high-school
students, whom we did not study. We cannot be
sure that in our study enforcement did not affect
tobacco use among young people who were not yet
teenagers, but it did not affect smoking in our
youngest age group (those 13 and 14 years old).
This study is limited in that we could not random
ly select the communities in the intervention group.
Another limitation, inherent in comnumity trials, is
that the investigators did not fully control exposure
to the intervention. Implementing vigorous enforce
ment programs was challenging for the directors of
the health departments in the intervention commct
nities, despite committed leadership, the presence of
local regulations, and funds provided by the state for
enforcement. Political, bureaucratic, legal, and logis
tic obstacles, including pressure from tobacco retail
ers, prevented the health departments from testing
compliance as frequently as was planned and from
imposing penalties as aggressively as was intended.
Consequently, merchants’ compliance never reached
the level specified by the study design. The fact that
enforcement was begun in two control communities
was another factor beyond our control, one that po
tentiallv threatened our abiLity to measure an effect
1050

of intervention. However, enforcement began later in
those control communities and was far weaker than in
the intervention communities. The fact that merchant
compliance differed significantly between the control
and the intervention groups throughout the study
implies that enforcement also differed, thereby per
mitting a controlled test of the effects of enforcement.
In conclusion, our findings suggest caution with
regard to the escalating efforts to reduce access to
tobacco by young people. Law enforcement that
appeared to substantially improve merchants’ com
pliance with a tobacco-sales law failed to produce
corresponding reductions in young people’s selfreported access to tobacco from commercial sources
or to alter their smoking behavior. Compliance checks
used to monitor law enforcement did not reflect
young people’s access to tobacco, as policy makers,
public health officials, and tobacco control advocates
have generally assumed they do. Our findings sug
gest that reducing young people’s access to tobacco
‘ill require even better merchant compliance than
the 82 percent rate achieved here. This arouses con
cern about the Likely effect of new federal regula
tions intended to reduce teenage smoking by reduc
ing the supply of tobacco to minors.lO,1I Federal law
now requires the Department of Health and Human
Services to withhold block grants from states that
fail to “enforce their laws in a manner that can rca
sonablv be expected to reduce the extent to which
tobacco products are available to individuals under
the age of 18.” 11 The department has suggested that
it will require states to achieve compliance rates of
80 percent.36 Our study suggests that even if states
meet that goal, the law cannot reasonably be expect
ed to reduce the supply of tobacco to young people
or alter their smoking behavior. New FDA regu
lations’0 set a national standard for tobacco sales to
minors, but careful monitoring of compliance with
the regulations is likely to be needed if they are to
affect tobacco use nationwide.
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
POLICY AND MANAGEMENT
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Health and Safety Commission

FROM:

Sgt. Gregg Mader, Police Department

DATE:

September 24, 2102

SUBJECT:

Update from the Beverly Hills Police Department

Sgt. Gregg Mader will attend the meeting to provide information on the following
subjects:
• seek feedback on National Night Out held August 7, 2012,
• update Commission on Neighborhood Watch status,
• The National Take-Back Initiative;
• provide information on Phase II of the 405 closure to be held Sept. 28thOct.
• traffic award recently rewarded to the Police Department,
• status of DUI checkpoints, and
• new appointments in the Police Department.

9/20/2012 8:05:00 AM
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Health and Safety Commission

FROM:

Sgt. Gregg Mader, Police Department

DATE:

September 24, 2102

SUBJECT:

National Take-Back Initiative

On Saturday, September 29, 2012, the Los Angeles Field Division of the Drug
Enforcement Administration (DEA) will coordinate a fifth nationwide one-day
collaborative effort to remove potentially dangerous controlled substances from our
nations homes. During the previous four take-back events, over 774 tons of
medications were collected nationwide, of which more than 58 thousand pounds
were collected in the greater Los Angeles area alone. The success of these events
has been due to the partnership of the state and local law enforcement, community
organization and the public. We hope that you will work with us to collect these
potentially dangerous prescription drugs from your community.
The National Take-Bake Initiative will provide those who have accumulated
unwanted and unused prescription drugs a great opportunity to safely dispose of
them and remove them from their homes. I addition, the event also educates
thousands of concerned citizen about the dangers of prescription drug abuse.
Collection activities will take place from 10:00 a.m. through 2:00 p.m. on Rexford in
front of the Library. DEA will provide collection boxes and coordinate pick-up of the
surrendered pharmaceuticals for destruction in accordance with federal and state
laws and regulations.
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
STAFF REPORT
Meeting Date:

September 24, 2012

To:

Health & Safety Commission

From:

Pamela Moffice Muller, Director of Emergency Management

Subject:

National Preparedness Month

INTRODUCTION
National Preparedness Month is a nationwide campaign held each September to
encourage Americans to take simple steps to prepare for emergencies in their
homes, businesses and schools. Throughout September, the City of Beverly Hills
will focus on the importance of emergency preparedness and promote disaster
mitigation throughout the community. With emergency preparedness being a
high priority of the City Council and building upon previous year’s efforts, a
variety of outreach efforts designed to reach all segments of the community are
planned for September.

DISCUSSION
“Creating a Culture of Preparedness” is the overriding theme for all of the City’s
emergency outreach initiatives. The goal is to raise public awareness and inspire
a “call to action” by community members to take the necessary steps to protect
the life, property and safety of themselves, family members, neighbors and co
workers. Planning and preparing before a disaster occurs can greatly reduce the
devastating impact of a large scale event as well as the time of recovery. A
major disaster could overwhelm emergency and government service resources
delaying response to those in need for days. These preparedness efforts include
being self-sufficient for seven days including storing water for up to fourteen
days. This year, the City wants to encourage community members to sign up for
our emergency telephone notification system at www.beverlyhills/notification or
by calling 310-285-2100. Also the City will highlight the places to seek City
specific information during or after the disaster.

Meeting Date: September 24, 2012
Sources for emergency information specific to the City of Beverly Hills during or
after a disaster are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City of Beverly Hills Website: wwwbeverlyhills.org
City of Beverly Hills Disaster Hotline: (310)550-4680
Radio: 1500 AM
T.V.: Channels 10 and 35
Twitter: www.twitter.comlbeverlyh i I Isoem
Facebook: www.facebook.com/cityofbeverlyhil Is
Nixle: Text BEVHILLS and 90210 to 888777

The City will also provide emergency preparedness information at the following
sources:
•

“Make A Kit. Make A Plan. Be Informed” banners displayed on City
streets and at City facilities

•

public service announcements on the City’s cable channels 10 and 35

•

radio messages delivered by Health and Safety Commissioners on the
City’s 1500 AM radio station

•

information on City website, facebook and twitter pages

•

press releases to local press

•

information booth at the Senior Health Fair on September 10th ,lOam to
2pm at Roxbury Park

•

information booth at the Farmer’s Market on September 23, 1 Oam-2 pm

Commissioners are asked to refer Community members to the above places for
information or they may call the Office of Emergency Management at 310-2851025.
FISCAL IMPACT

Costs for the banner installation and the other minimal costs of outreach for
National Preparedness Month are covered under the Office of Emergency
Management annual budget. Community banners are being reused from
previous years. Most materials or information distributed have no associated
costs.

Pamela Mottice Muller
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
POLICY AND MANAGEMENT
MEMORANDUM

To:

Health and Safety Commission

From:

Mackenzie Millan, CERT Program Coordinator

Date:

September 24, 2012

Subject:

Reinstatement of the Beverly Hills CERT Intern Training Program

Introduction
This report serves to provide information on the reestablishment of the City of Beverly Hills
Community Emergency Response Team (CERT) training.

Discussion
The nationwide CERT training was designed to help individuals take care of themselves, their
families, their neighborhoods, their schools, and their businesses should an emergency or
disaster occur. The CERT training educates people about disaster preparedness and trains
them in basic disaster response skills, such as fire safety, light search and rescue, team
organization, and disaster medical operations. After taking the training, individuals are better
prepared to respond to and cope with the aftermath of a disaster. Using the training learned in
the classroom and during exercises, CERT members can assist others in their neighborhood or
workplace following an event when professional responders are not immediately available to
help.
In the year 2000, Beverly Hills implemented CERT training as a joint effort between the Fire
Department and the Office of Emergency Management. The program had strong volunteer
leadership and support from the community. CERT was then administered and taught through
the City’s Fire Department as part of their community outreach program. Due to budget
reductions in FY 09/10, the Fire Department eliminated the CERT training. However, based on
the need of this community and popular demand for the training, CERT has begun the process
of being reinstated in Beverly Hills.
The Office of Emergency Management has hired an intern who will coordinate the reinstatement
of the CERT program. The goal is to organize one refresher course a year (a class for the
maintenance of skills) for those who have previously participated in CERT training and one
training session for new participants. Once developed, this training and refresher can be
provided each fiscal year.

This will be accomplished in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

meet with those heavily involved with the former CERT training,
meet with CERT coordinators of different Los Angeles communities,
take inventory and organize current CERT supplies and decide supplies needed in
future,
decide the branding for the Beverly Hills CERT program (national vs. BH),
update course curriculum (PowerPoints),
create marketing campaign,
devise registration and application process,
develop volunteer instructor base and
outreach to those who have previously taken the course.

Fiscal Impact

The Beverly Hills City Council has approved $10,000 to fund the restarting of the CERT
program. This allotment will cover the salary costs of the participating fire department staff to
teach one training course and one refresher course (approx. $8,000) and also pay for supplies
needed. In addition, the fire department has received a grant to hold one additional training
session.
Recommendation

This memo is for informational purposes only. Your input and assistance in the reestablishment
of this training is appreciated.

CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Health and Safety Commissioners

FROM:

Pamela Mottice-Muller, Director of Emergency Management

DATE:

September24, 2102

SUBJECT:

City Council Liaison Meeting

The Chair and Vice Chair will provide information on the liaison meeting between
Councilmembers Gold and Brucker held on September 12, 2012, which discussed last
year’s commission accomplishments and future work plan items. The memo provided to
the City Council Liaison is attached.
Also Chair Setian will share and seek support for the “Safe Tree” to be placed by the ice
skating rink during the Holiday season. The tree will be decorated with yellow lights to
remind people “To Be Safe During the Holiday Season”.

9/20/2012 8:20:00 AM City Council Liaison Meeting 09122012-Staff report
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS
STAFF REPORT
Meeting Date:

September 24, 2012

To:

Honorable Mayor & City Council

From:

Pamela Mottice Muller, Liaison to Health and Safety Commission

Subject:

HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMISSION

Attachments:

1. NONE

INTRODUCTION
The Health and Safety Commission was established by the City Council in August 2007.
A seven-member commission was appointed in the fall of 2007 with the goal to strive to
maintain and improve the overall health and safety of the community. In January 2008
the Commission held its first meeting. Because this is a Commission that interacts with
multiple departments and stakeholders, the Beverly Hills School District and City
Departments appointed liaisons to work with the commission. This memorandum
provides a review and summary of the mission, vision statement, motto, goals,
objectives, accomplishments, and work plan items for the Health and Safety
Commission.
DISCUSSION
The following is a summary of the mission, vision statement, motto, goals, objectives
and work plan items. Also included are highlights from projects completed by the
Commission during FY 2011-2012 and work plan items for FY 2012-2013.
MISSION STATEMENT
The Health and Safety Commission shall strive to maintain and improve the overall
health and safety of the community.
MOTTO
Enhancing the Health and Safety of Our Community.
VISION STATEMENT
To inspire greater citizen participation and awareness regarding health and safety
issues that affect our community.

Meeting Date: September 24, 2012
GOALS
• To Create a “Community Culture of Awareness and Preparedness”.
• To Encourage Good Decision Making and Battle Complacency on Health and
Safety Matters.
• To Serve as Ambassadors to the Community on Health and Safety related
Resources and Information.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS FY 2011-2012
Dr. Debra Judelson and Kar’en Setian have served as the Chair and Vice Chair from
July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2012. During the time the Health and Safety Commission
accomplished the following:
•

Planned and held a Community Emergency Management Stakeholder
Summit, which included over eighty-five leaders from the business,
government, non-profit, faith/community based, volunteer organizations,
medical and school communities.
• Rejuvenated the AM Radio Station 1500 on the AM dial posting new
emergency and traffic information and maintaining current information.
Updated software program to receive better City-wide coverage.
• In conjunction with the Police Department, continued to provide support and
insight on the Neighborhood Watch Zone Program.
• Attended multiple Neighborhood Watch events including holding a very
successful first National Night Out. Encouraged the event to continue for a
second year. This law enforcement event is held nationwide every August 7.
• Provided input and support on the reinstatement of the City’s Community
Emergency Response Team (CERT) training and program.
• Two Commissioners became certified, with other community volunteers, in
becoming a trainer for future CERT classes.
• Developed multiple Health and Safety Messages of the Month that were
provided to the community using various methods.
• Studied and provided suggestions on the way the City provides emergency
and disaster related information to the Community including the use of
emergency sirens.
• Represented the Health and Safety Commission message at a variety of City
events and speaking engagements.
• Provided input and supported the recommendation to the City Council that the
City join the Healthy Eating, Active Living City Initiative.
• Various Commissioners participated in the following events: Police
Departments DUI checkpoint, 405 closures, LA Marathon, Every 15 Minutes
Steering Committee, Baker to Vegas Run, became CERT and First Observer
Trainers.
• Heard and provided input on the Wood Roof Replacement Ordinance
Outreach plan.
• Recommended to City Council liaisons to maintain Commission as a seven
member Commission.
• Provided input and updates on the City’s new website.
• Heard from the Fine Art Commission on the Fine Art fund.
Page 2014
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Meeting Date: September 24, 2012
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provided guidance to a project which outreaches to businesses to provide
services and goods in times of disasters.
Provided suggestions on ways to improve Earth Day and suggested
additional vendors/booths to participate.
Heard public comment on the dangers of using fabric softeners, the issues
that still exist with dialing 911 with cell phones, toxic dumping, BH CPR,
support of re-instating the CERT program and disaster preparedness tips and
a kit.
Heard presentations and provided input on a variety of Public Works related
topics such as the City’s Water Quality report, emergency roll off bins, 2011
CCR, backflow and cross connection hazards and information on
pharmaceuticals in the water supply.
Heard presentation and suggested outreach on a trench cave-in accident.
Heard a presentation provided by Public Works on toxic waste dumping.
Provided suggestions, recommendations and heard comments from the
community on this issue.
Heard update and provided input on implementation of tobacco ordinance.
Participated in a variety of Community events such as Fire Service Day,
Farmers Market, Woofstock, Police Pancake Breakfast, and Earth Day.
Heard a presentation and provided input on the City’s social media program.
Decided to modify the Health and Safety awards to be given out as
warranted.
Participated in the Shakeout Drill.
Served as a member of the BHUSD FAC.
Heard a report from High School Principal on the effectiveness of a previously
recommended leadership program.
Received a presentation by the City Attorney on the Brown Act, Form 170 and
other related Commission matters.
Provided subject matter suggestions on a new Cable program that will
highlight Health, Safety and Preparedness information.
Heard information on selling alcohol to minors Police Department Sting
Operation.

WORK PLAN ITEMS FY 2012 TO FY 2013
Under the direction of Chair Setian and Vice Chair Gail Millan, the Health and Safety
Commission’s Work Plan Items for FY 2012 to 2013 are as follows:
•

•

The Health and Safety Commission will support the re-instatement of the
Community Response Team Program (CERT) and Neighborhood Watch
Program (NHW).
Develop Health and Safety messages to distribute to the Community in a
variety of ways.

The Commission’s work plan was approved by the City Council as part of the budget
adoption.
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Meeting Date: September 24, 2012
OTHER AREAS OF FOCUS
The Commission will concentrate on the following platform:
•

Don’t drink and drive / no distractions or texting when driving I making good
decisions.
o A variety of outreach is planned including exploring outreach in
conjunction with the Police Department

The Commission will focus on the following projects:
• Working with the Cable Office, develop education cable programming. The
first two shows will focus on:
o Behind the Scenes of the Every 15 Minutes Program
o No distractions when driving I no texting
• Supporting a Disaster Exercise
• Continue to revitalize the AM Radio Station
The Commission will also say good-bye to Dr. Aronberg and David Siedel. Dr.
Aronberg has agreed to work on the medical surgery center project and David Siedel
has agreed to work on the implementation of the CERT program. Two new
commissioners will be introduced into the Commission in October 2012.
FISCAL IMPACT
Any expenses incurred were taken from the current general fund.
RECOMMENDATION
None.
Pamela Mottice Muller
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